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Sir: I have the honor to transmit herewith a report entitled "I'he

Maple Sugar Industr} by CoL William F. Fox, Collaborator in the

Bureau of Forestry, and Dr. William F. Hubbard, Forest Assistant in

the Bureau of Forestr}^ accompanied b}^ a discussion of ''The adultera-

tion of maple products," by Dr. H. W. Wile}^, Chief of the Bureau of

Chemistr3% and to recommend its publication as Bulletin No. 59 of the

Bureau of Forestry.

The eight plates and ten text figures accompanying this report are

necessaiT for its proper illustration.

Yer}^ respectfully, - Gifford Pinchot,

Forester,

Hon. James Wilson,

Secretary of Agriculture.
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THE MAPLE SUGAR INDUSTRY.

HISTORY OF THE rNDUSTRY.

SUGAR MAKING BY THE INDIANS.

From time unknown the Indians tapped the maple trees for sugar.

This they did by making a diagonal cut in the trunk of the tree and

driving a reed or concave piece of bark into its lower end to convey

the liquid into a bark trough or other receptacle. The sap was boiled

down in cla}^ or bark vessels b}^ repeatedh^ dropping hot stones into it.

A settler who was captured by the Indians tells us that his captors had

sufBcienth' developed the art to store the sap in large troughs made of

elm bark, often of a hundred gallons capacity, and to keep up a con-

tinuous production throughout the sap season.^'

The Indians are also said to have converted sap into sugar b}' freez-

ing it in shallow vessels of bark and throwing out the ice until suffi-

cient water was removed to allow the sirap to ciystallize. This method,

although not much used, probably gave better results than boiling',

since it did not afiord so many chances for the collection of impurities.

SUGAR :making by white settlers.

For a hundred years or more conditions did not allow the white set-

tlers to change materialh' the Indian method of producing maple sugar,

save by the substitution of iron or copper kettles for vessels of cla}' or

bark, and by the use of better utensils. Even the most progressive

settlers did little more than to introduce greater cleanliness into the old,

crude methods. The sugar was made on a small scale and merelv for

home use; cane sugar was a luxury and often unobtainable b}^ the

pioneer farmer at any cost. The trees were tapped in the Indian way
and the sap was carried in buckets from the wooden troughs that stood

under the spouts to the boiling kettle, or was temporarily stored in

large troughs made by hollowing out logs. If the men at the tires

could not keep ahead of the carriers in their work, the stock °of sap

accumulated and sometimes spoiled.

"Capture of James Smith in the years 1755-1759, written by himseh'. Philadel-

phia, 1851.
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6 THE MAPLE SUGAR INDUSTRY.

The boiling was generally done in the open woods, with no shelter

from sun, rain, and snow. Leaves, pieces of bark, ashes, drippings

from the trees, and miscellaneous impurities fell into the open pails and

kettles. Green or dead and down timber, cut as fast as it was needed,

generally supplied the fuel. The old-fashioned potash kettle (PL II,

fig. 1), which was made to do duty each season, was suspended over the

tire from one end of a long, heav}' pole, which was balanced with weights

at the other end so that it could be easily manipulated, either to regu-

late the distance from the heat or to swing the kettle on or off the lire.

Cold sap, cold water, or milk was occasionally dashed into the kettle,

or a piece of fat pork was suspended 1)}^ a string just above the level

of the liquid, to prevent the sap from boibng over. Impurities were

skimmed frou] the surface, and after the sap had been boiled down to

the consistency of thin sirup it was stored until a considerable quan-

tity had been so treated. Converting the sirup into sugar was known
as "sugaring off','' and consisted in further boiling down the thin sirup

until it would become waxy if dropped on snow. It was then ready to

be poured into molds, where it crystallized into sugar.

In the course of time, however, the industry assumed commercial

importance in the Northern States, with Vermont, New York, and,

subsequently, Ohio leading in production. With the increasing

demand for maple products a rapid improvement in the methods and

machinery employed took place.

IMPROVED METHODS OF SUGAR MAKING.

No exact date can be fixed for the beginning of maple sugar making

as an industry. Sugar was doubtless bartered at country stores during

the ffrst years of the nineteenth century, but it probabl}^ did not ])egin

to be shipped to central markets until about the middle of the centur}^

The crude product of early days was dark in (;olor and very variable

in qualit}^, while in quantity it was quite inadequate for a large trade.

An increased demand soon introduced more economical methods, both

in tapping the trees and gathering the sap, and in the actual boiling

and production of sirup and sugar. The improvements in the ffrst

direction consisted merely of conveniences or labor-saving devices,

but in the second an absolute revolution in the process was effected.

One of the first important changes was the adoption of the auger

hole and wooden or metal spout in place of the old destructive ax

cut and open wooden spout. It was soon learned that an auger hole,

while securing almost as great and a more prolonged ffow of sap, was

practically harmless to the tree as compared with a deep ax cut. At
ffrst a large auger (often 2 inches in diameter) was used, but gradually

the hole has been reduced to its present size of three-eighths of an

inch. Wooden spouts were employed for some time after the intro-
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duetion of the anger hole, but metallic ones soon came into general

use. Similarly, wooden and then tin or galvanized-iron pails gradu-

ally took the place of the rough wooden troughs which formerly caught

the sap.

At first the sap was generalh^ carried to the tire or sugarhouse in

buckets, b}^ hand or with a shoulder yoke; occasionally a barrel and

sled, drawn b}^ an ox team or horses, were added to the gathering

outfit. But as the scale of operations increased the gathering tank

was introduced, and is now used in all but the smallest groves. Where
the work is on a large scale, pipes are often run through the bush, as

the grove is sometimes called, connecting with the sugarhouse or with

large storage tanks on the roadside, while in one large Adirondack

sugar grove a narrow-guage railwa}" is used for collecting sap.

The first great change in the actual process of sugar making came

about the middle of the nineteenth century with the adoption of an

iron pan in place of the old kettle. The earliest form of evaporator

was a shallow pan 30 inches wide, 6 inches deep, and from 6 to 10 feet

in length. This Avas supported by a thin-walled fire box of stone or

brick. Nearly the entire under surface of the pan was exposed to the

heat, which resulted in much more rapid evaporation, the use of less

fuel, and the manufacture of a better quality of sirup and sugar.

With the introduction of these evaporator pans, buildings for shelter

were erected, most of them very rudely-constructed open shanties.

A few lengths of rusty stovepipe placed at the rear end of the arch, as

the tire box is called, carried the smoke outside. This form of pan

was tilled to a certain depth with sap, which, when reduced to a thin

sirup, was poured out and the evaporator retilled. In 1865 pans with

partitions to cause an alternating flow were introduced. This improve-

ment allowed the sap to enter at one end of the evaporator and to flow

from side to side through succeeding compartments, reaching the other

end in the form of sirup, where it was drawn ofl' into a receiving tank.

Thus the modern evaporator, an apparatus remarkable for the inge-

nuity displayed in its construction, and for its adaptability to the needs

of the industry, has been evolved from the old, plain sheet-iron pan.

Those in use to-da}^ by the best sugar makers are of all sizes, but

average about 6 inches deep, 40 inches wide, and from 10 to 18 feet

long. The}^ are often made with corrugated bottoms to increase the

heating surface. Partitions from side to side, and open at alternate

ends, are x^laced in them at intervals of from 8 to 10 inches. The sap,

whose flow from the storage tank is carefully regulated, enters the

evaporator at one end and flows slowly across the pan from side to

side, around the partitions, until it reaches the far end. By that

time it is reduced to the desired density.

The rate of sap flow into the evaporator is of the utmost importance.

All of the latest models have automatic regulators, b}^ which the inflow
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of sap increases or diminishes with the heat under the pan, and the

sap is entirely cut off when the fire gets low. With such an arrange-

ment no scorching- of the sap is possible unless the supply tank becomes

empty.

Improvements in the method of tiring have kept pace with those in

boiling. From the old, rough fire box has been evolved the modern

portable arch, made of iron, with a flue running beneath the evap-

orator. It is lined with fire brick, and has grate bars and accurate

dampers, so that the heat is more regulai', while no smoke is allowed

to escape. Its economy of fuel is many times greater than that of the

old fire box. (Fig. 9.)

The latest improvement in sirup making was introduced by a large

manufacturer in the Adirondacks. A series of steam pipes is placed

in the evaporating pan and the sap made to flow over and around

them. The process is most effective and cleanly, but, of course, can be

carried out only where sugar is made on a large scale. (PI. II, fig. 2.)

The sugar house has advanced with other improvements, and in

well-ordered groves to-da}" it is a neat, well-built affair, with two rooms

and a wood shed. The utmost cleanliness is insisted on and maintained.

It must not be supposed that the adoption of these improved meth-

ods has been universal. They are practicable chiefly for large opera-

tions. There are still many parts of the country in which sugar is

produced only in a small way, or for home use, and almost every

form of sugar making, even the primitive, may yet be found. But in

the great producing centers of the North Atlantic and Lake regions,

which mainly suppl}^ the market, improved methods are almost uni-

versally practiced.

PRESENT STATUS OF THE INDUSTRY.

DEVELOPMENT OF PRESENT CONDITIONS.

Maple sugar was made by the early settlers as an article of food,

the West Indian cane sugar being costly and diflScult to transport

inland. The commonest kind of "muscovado," however, was pre-

ferred to maple sugar, if it could be obtained. With the increased

supply of cane sugar there is little doubt that maple sugar would have

almost ceased to be a commodity on the market but for its peculiar

flavor, which, while o))jectionahle for general purposes, created a

special demand. Thus, while the cheaper and unflavored cane product

has almost displaced inaple sugar as an article of food, the demand for

maple sirup and sugar as luxuries and flavoring materials not onl}^

keeps the industry alive, but calls for a continually increasing supply.

It would naturally be supposed that this growth in demand would

have been followed hy a corresponding increase in production. Such,

however, is not the case; while the demand for maple sugar and sirup

is continuallv increasing, the production has been more or less station-
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Fig. 2.—Modern Steam Evaporator.

The .sap is reduced by passing over steam pipes in the pans.
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aiy for twent}' years. (See p. 12.) The explanation lies in the fact

that, at the ver\' lowest estimate, seven-eighths of the product sold

to-day is a spurious article, which is only in part maple sugar, or is

manufactured entirel}^ from foreign materials.

When maple sugar began to come into general demand, the market

fell naturally into the hands of the wholesale dealers. The farmers

were unorganized, and, as a rule, out of touch with the consumers.

Consequently the sugar, made in the earl}' spring, when the farmer

was most in need of read}' mone}', was generally either sold to the

country store at a low price, or exchanged for cane sugar, pound for

pound, irrespective of general market conditions. It was then bought

again by the "mixers,-' and used to flavor a bod}' of glucose or cane

sugar six or ten times as great, making a product which was marketed

as "pure maple sugar.'' The mixers preferred to buy a dark, inferior

sugar, because it would go further in the mixture. If the season was

bad they bought less, but at almost the same price, and increased the

proportion of the adulterant. Thus a shortage in the maple sugar

crop has no efiect whatever on the general supply. It is also true

that while the trade in maple sugar has been steadily growing, the

production from the trees has remained stationary. The mixer con-

trols the situation, with the efi'ect of lowering the profits of the

farmer, preventing a compensatory increase in price when the crop is

short, and retarding progress in the industry by the demand for a low-

grade tub sugar.

But there has always been a certain amount of trade in pure maple

sugar and sirup. A part of the city and town population comes from

the country, where they have known the genuine article, and they

have generally been able to supply their wants by dealing directly

with the producers. The progressive and well-to-do sugar maker has

also worked in this field. Of course there are farmers and others who,

having pride and capacity, do their utmost to produce the best goods

and market them in the most advantageous manner. Such sugar

makers are unwilling to sell their high-grade goods to the mixers at a

low price, but make every effort to reach a steady market of regular

customers.

In the effort to make such a market more general, several maple

sugar makers' associations have come into existence. That of Ver-

mont is the most notable. The annual meetings of this society have

done much to stimulate improved methods, as well as to build up a

legitimate trade. The association has established a central market,

has adopted a registered trade-mark, and guarantees absolute purity.

Its trade, through advertising and other business methods, has

reached good proportions. But there is only a very small part of the

business, even at the present time, which is not in the hands of the

mixers.

24526—No. 59—05 2



10 THE MAPLE SUGAR INDUSTRY,

Table I.

—

Quantitij and value of maple products )nade oit farms in

[From United States

1900.

Farms Sugar. Sirup. Rank
State. report- Per-

ing.

Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value.

Total
value.

centage
of total
value.

of sec-
tions
and

States.

Pounds. Gallons.
United States c.. C2, 718 11, 928, / /O jfl, 074, 260 2, 056, 611 ^t'l, .jOZ, 4o1 $2, 636, 711 100

New England States 13, 142 0, 4/0, iOU oou, yoi 246, 652 216, 51U 747,471 28.3 3

Maine 641 0, 500 64o 16, 024 lo, z7 / 15, 920 .6 11

New Hampshire 1,631 441,870 44,312 41,588 38,314 •82, 626 3.1 7

Vermont 9, 811 4,779,870 464, 132 160, 918 134,821 598, 953 22.

7

3
Massachusetts 1, 000 192, 990 21,124 27, 174 27,112 48 236 1.

8

59 4,930 750 948 986 1^736 !i 19

Middle Atlantic
States 28, 650 5, 478, 100 457, 744 595, 832 466, 013 923, 757 35 2

New York 20, 567 3, 623, 540 307, 184 413, 159 323, 996 631, 180 23.9 2
New Jersey
Pennsylvania 6, 154 1,429, 540 lis, 910 ieo, 297 123, 863 239, 773 9.1 4

Maryland 209 264, 160 20, 561 5, S25 3, (22 24, 183 .9 10
Virginia 213 19, 310 1,816 1,677 1,534 3, 350 .1 16
West Virginia 1,507 141,550 12, 273 14,874 12, 998 25, 271 9

Southern States 21 1 , 180 11 / 129 117 234 4

North Carolina 21 1, 180
Ti-
ll / 129 117 234 21

Central States 20, 901 1,024,330 85, 438 1,213,827 .S79, 638 965, 076 36.6 1

•

Ohio 12, Obt 613,990 48, 736 923, 519 616,490 665, 226 2.5.

2

1

Indiana 4,467 51,900 4, 372 179, 576 161, 935 166, 307 6.3 b
Illinois 248 4,090 478 9, 357 9,363 9, 84l .4 12
Kentucky 93 2, 340 291 2,367 2, 450 2, 741 .1 18
Tennessee (54 1,160 167 171 169 336 20

Missouri 296 i2, 055 1, 288 5,474 5, 271 6, 559 .2 14
Iowa 83 2, 320 280 2,662 2,640 2, 920 .1 17
Michigan 3, 168 302, 715 26, 693 82, 997 73, 903 100, 596 3.8 6
Wisconsin 268 4,180 400 6, 625 6,478 6,878 .3 13
Minnesota 147 29, 580 2, 733 1,079 939 3,672 .1 15

a Values were not reported at any census prior to 1900. b Sugar only was reporte 1 al this censuB.
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census year 1900, and quantities reported in the census years 1850-1890.'^

Census Rt"j>urts.]

1850.

b

Sugar. Sirup. Sugar.

Pounds. ' Gallo)is. Pounds.
32, 9n2, 927 2, 258, 376 36, 576, 061

Sirup.

Gallons.
1,796,048

Sugar.

Pounds.
28, 443, 645

Sirup. Sugar.

Gallonf
921, 057

Pounds.
40, 120, 20;

Sirup. Sugar.

Gallons.
\

Pounds.
1,597,589 34,253,4i

16.900,264 407,1361 15,069,241 304,999| 11,269,877! 59,871 13,509,872 ] 10, 349: 8,588,083

84, 537
2,124.515,

14,123,921!
558, 674!

8,617

71,8181

81,997:

218, 252
33, 632
1, 437

153, 334

2, 731, 945
11,261,077

878, 793
44, 092

12, 497, 995 635, 963' 14, 134, 760

82, 006

79, 712,

128,091!

13,017!

2,173

160, 805
1,800,704
8, 894, 302

399, 800
14,:

445, ()48 9, 044, 539

28, 470
16, 884!

12, 023

2, 326'

16S

117, 421

306, 742

2, 255, 012

9, 897, 781

1,006,078
44, 259

14, 588, 593

32, 679:

43, 833
16, 253
15, 307^

2, 277

93, 542
1,298,863
6, 349,357

795, 525
50, 796

356,350 13,961,611

10, 485, 623
210

1.651,163
156, 284
26,991'

177, 724

7, 71:'.

457, (;58

134

154, 650

1,0211

3, 468
19,032

1,112'

10, 693, 619

2, 496
2, 866, 010

176, 076i
85, 693

310, 866:

4, 103'

266, 390,
334^

140, 667,

2, 043
7,518

28, 696

582

6, 692, 040
419

1, 545, 917
70, 464

245,093
490, 606

21,384

46, 048
5

39, 385
374

11, 400
20, 209

5, 453

10,816,419
3, 455

2, 767, 335
63, 281

938, 103

131,843 10,357,484
8,088 2,197

114,310 2,326,525
2, 404 47, 740

99,605, 1,227,665

32, 368

1,112 4, 103 582 21, 257
2

418 30, 845
205

17, 759

""'26

125

3,546,913: 1,214,094, 7,367,555: 1,044,617, 8,103,

6,032

738,070 11,985,508 1,112,)

29, 080

27, 932
200
50

643

255

11, 674, 634

1,575,

67,

13,

11,

9,

20,

45,

1,641,

128,

34,

727, 142;

180, 7021

13,978
10, 468
1,186

>, 895, 782
235, 117

80, 193
66, 535
31,296

8, 333
14, 413

197, 775
48, 006
12,091

58, 964

50, 710

3, 423, 149
448, 837
76, 972

495, 839
242, 084!

40, 077|

27, 530
3, 688

16, 224

1

17,766,

131, 990
58,012;

11,407;

, 332, 332
136, 873
269, 416
134, 968

1,185
116, 980
146, 490

, 781, 855
507, 192
210, 467

352,612:

227, 88O:

10, 378
49,073
4, 843

75i
16, 317;

9,315
23,637;

31,218;
12, 722,

3, 345, 508
1,541,761

134, 195
380, 941

115, 620
3,077

142, 028
315,436

4, 051, 822
1, 584, 451

370, 669

370, 512
292, 908
20, 048

140, 076
74, 372

124
18, 289
11, 405
78, 998
83,118
23, 038

4, 588, 209
2. 921, 192

'248,901

437, 405
158, 557

9, 330
178, 910
78, 407

2, 439, 794

610, 976
2, 950

*c Totals for United States include small amounts not reported by individual States.-
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PRESENT OUTPUT OF SUGAR AND SIRUP.

In Table I the figures of the census are compiled to show the recorded

farm production of maple sugar and sirup since 1850, the tirst year in

which such data were given. The accompanying maps (figs. 1 and 2)

are compiled from the same source for the census years 1880 and 1900.

A glance at the table will show that the industry reached its height in

Fig. 1.—The field of maple sugar prodnction in 1880.

1860, fell heavily in 1870, rose again to large proportions in 1880,

remained stationary in 1890, and then suddenl}^ fell almost 50 per cent

in 1900, when the total amount produced was almost a third less than

in 1850. This state of affairs would seem at first sight to j^oint to a

very sudden decline in the output, having its root either in the produc-

tion or in the market. Yet such generalizations are dangerous, espe-

cially when one deals with single years at ten-year intervals, and with
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so wide an area of countiy . Tlie maps of 1880 " and 1900 have been

chosen to show the production at practically its height and at its lowest

point, and should be examined in conjunction with Table I. From these

the following deductions can be made:

(1) The area within which maple sugar and sirup are made has

shrunk decidedl3\ Nor do the maps show the entire movement in

this direction, for in the earlier censuses there are records of a small

Fig. '2.—The field of maple sugar production in 1900.

maple-sugar production in South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Missis-

sippi, Louisiana, Texas, and Arkansas. (See Table I.)

(2) The production of sugar and sirup per State and per square mile

has fallen off in the most decided manner throughout the whole area.

This is noticeable in every district, Ohio and Marjdand being the

«The census year 1880 is taken instead of 1860 to get nearer periods and a more
equal money standard.
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only States in which the output for the census 3^ear 1900 in an}^ way
approaches that for 18S0 or 1890.

(3) Apart from the actual decrease in product, there has been a

g-reat reduction in the area over which the maple is tapped. This

decrease was 34 per cent between 1880 and 1890. The decided falling

off in the distribution of the industry has taken place to a nuich

greater extent in the area of occasional production than in that part

of the country where maple-sugar making has commercial features.

The tendency for sugar production to concentrate in the region of best

climatic and soil conditions indicates that sugar making for home use

is giving wa}^ to a market production, and argues well for makers'

combines and a systematized attempt to control the market for a pure

product.

The decrease, both in quantity of sugar and in sugar-producing

area, comes from a great number of causes, which differ entirely in

different districts. In the New England States, in New York, and to

a less extent in Ohio, the sugar season of 1899^' was very poor. The
sap ran onl}^ a few daj^s, and less than half the usual amount of sugar

was made. For this reason the figui-es are not indicative of the con-

dition of the industry, which most assuredly has not fallen off in

recent 3^ears. In Vermont the production in 1899 was especially

small, not only because of the poor season, but from the effects of a

serious attack on the trees by the "maple worm.'' (See p. 21.) Since

that time the groves have recuperated, and Vermont is in a position

to turn out as large a crop as at any time in her history.

In the Southern Appalachians and Kentucky the decrease seems per-

manent, and undoubtedly comes from the cheapening of cane sugar in

the mountain districts. Maple sugar {ind sirup in those regions never

had more than a local sale, and were merel}^ used as substitutes for

the cane product.

A noticeable exception to this is observed in western Maryland and

the adjacent part of West Virginia, where the production has decidedh^

increased. This undoubtedly means that sugar and sirup are being

produced for the market, and shows the latent possibilities of the

Southern mountains for the development of the maple sugar industr3\

In Indiana, Michigan, and Illinois the decrease undoubtedly comes

from the cutting of the maples, which have been heavily lumbered in

the last ten years. This is particularly true in Michigan and Indiana,

both of which would otherwise produce large quantities of maple sugar

and sirup. Another cause of. the decrease is the competition of adul-

terated products from the large towns of this section.

The decrease in the production of the States near the western limit

of the sugar maple has been ver}^ stead}^ since the sixties. This

results from a combination of causes. The first settlers came from

«The product of 1899 is that reported in the census of 1900.
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the old maple-using- States, and immediately commenced tapping- in

their new homes. Trees were scarce, however, and the tapping for

sugar grew less as the demand for wood increased. Here, also, the

adulterated sirup plays a part in the decrease, as man}^ of the largest

mixers are in this district.

Figure 3 shows the relative position of the maple sugar producing

States since ls5< >. It is plain that for climatic reasons the maple sugar

RANK 1850 1860 1870 1880 1890 1900 RANK
I

I
N.Y.

Relative rank of map'e snyar prodiTfing States since 1>

industry will always center in the North, but there is nothing to

prevent most of Pennsylvania and West Virginia, western Marjdand,
all of Indiana, and parts of Kentuck}^, eastern Tennessee, and western
North Carolina from being included within the area of greatest pro-

duction. Outside of these limits progressive farmers in favorable

situations may profitably cultivate the sugar maple, but a general

extension of the industry is barred by natural conditions unfavorable
to the production of sjip in paying quantit3\
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SUGAR '^mixers" AND FABRICATORS.

If complete figures were available to show the amount of .so-called

maple sugar and sirup turned out by large houses in the Eastern and

Middle Western cities, the}^ Avould offer a startling contrast to the census

report of the amount of maple production on the farms. (See pp. 8-11.)

Every maple sugar dealer in the maple -producing section tells of the

large orders for coarse sugar which come from the cities, and of the

many carloads which are shipped there every year. A large amount

of such sugar is also imported from Canada. It is asserted by those

who have studied the trade that not more than one-eighth of the maple

sugar and sirup which reaches the market is a pure product.

PRICES OF MAPLE SUGAR AND SIRUP.

Table II gives the wholesale prices of maple sugar and sirup for

each year from 1882 to 1903, and shows that the l)usiness must be con-

trolled by the mixer, for, although it is well known that the demand
for maple sugar and sirup has increased and is increasing enorraouslj^

every year, the price of both sugar and sirup has steadily declined,

and this in the face of the fact, shown in Table I, that the actual

production in the groves has not increased since 1860.

Table II.— Wholesale prices of maple sugar and sirup hi Nev) YorkJ^

APRIL, MAY, JITNE.

Average price. Average price.

Year. Year.
Sugar, b Sirup, c Sugar, Sirup,

per pound. per gallon. per pound. per gallon.

1882 SO. 13

.12f

.12^

.11

.11

.12

.12i

•lit

.m

.111

SI. 25

1.15i

1.16

1.16

1.12

1.00

1.10^

l.i)8i

1.08i

1.08i

1894 10. lOf

m
m

.101

SI. 00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1883

1884 1896

1885 1897

1886 1898

1887 1899

1889 1900 .11

.11

.11

.11

1.041

1.00

1.02J5

.911

1890 1901

1891 1902

1892 1903

1893

a From the Merchants' Review, New York.
b Sugar sold in cases of 30 one-pound cakes.
c Sirup sold in cases of 12 one-gallon cans.

No other statement could show more eloquently the position of the

trade or make clearer the fact that the grower has not profited by the

development of maple sirup into an article of luxur3\ The cheaper

the price of cane sugar the easier it is to adulterate the maple product.
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Table III.

—

Average idtolesale prices of raiv brown and granulated sugars in Neiv YorkA

Year.
Raw brown,
per pound.

Granulated,,
per pound.

Cents. Cents.

isrn 9.78

l«fi,=S 12 56

1870 11. 50 13. 53

1875 9. 16 10. 72

1880 8.21 9. 60

1885 5. 73 6.44

1890 5. 44 6. 17

1895 3.27 4. 15

1900 4.57 5.32

a Furnished by Willett & Gray, New York.

By comparing the prices in Table II with those in Table III it is made
quite clear that by 18T5 cane sugar could undersell the maple. In the

country districts the decline in cane sugar prices was naturally slower,

and the substitution of cane sugar for maple as an article of food was

delayed. But the cane sugar soon came into competition with the

maple everywhere, and inevitably supplanted it. For some years

brown sugars were commonly consumed, but as the cost of refined

sugar fell, the}^ in turn were replaced by the high-grade granulated

product. Thus after 1885 maple sugar must be considered as an article

of luxury' alone. In this capacity its prospects are many times greater

than under the old conditions: yet the grower is likely to have little-

share in the benefits to be reaped from this broadened field.

BOUNTY ON MAPLE SUGAR.

The reduction in the United States customs duties on imported

sugars made in 1890 was accompanied b}' a provision granting a bounty

to the producers of granulated sugars—cane, beet, and maple—through-

out the United States, as compensation for an}' loss they might sustain

by reason of the change of tarifi". Under the terms of this act maple

sugar which tested 90^ by the polariscope might receive a bounty of

2 cents per pound, and that testing 80^ might receive one of If cents

per pound. Xothing was paid on sirup, and sugar that did not reach

the test of 8U^ was debarred. Altogether the sum of $66,119 was paid

in maple-sugar bounties during the three years that the law was in

force. Of that amount Vermont makers received §36,225, and New
York makers Sll,T03. Yet less than 7 per cent of the total maple-

sugar product of the United States received any bounty, and the

industry was in no way improved. Onh^ a small proportion of the

sugar makers even made application for the bounty, as the test was a

severe one, calling for the highest grade of sugar manufactured; while

the preparation of the necessary applications and affidavits, together

24526—Xo. 59—05 3
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with other requirements, deterred many of the larger producers, and

all of the small ones, from taking- advantage of it. Unless a farmer

had a large output, the sum collected would hardl}^ offset the trouble and

annoyances incurred. On this account the sugar bounty was rather

harmful than helpful to the maple sugar industry. It forced a high

polariscope test, when the actual sugar value of the maple product

is secondar}^ to its flavor and delicac3\ The fact that sirup did not

share the bounty tended to cause a decrease in its manufacture,

although it is desired by the best class of consumers, and it stimulated

the manufacture of sugar, which fell into the hands of the wholesale

dealer and mixer. Nor did it alwa3^s increase the price to the farmer,

for those who received an extra 2 cents bounty per pound are said, at

least in some cases, to have had the same amount deducted from the

price given them by their only customers, the dealers. In other

words, a large part of the bounty really fell into the hands of the

mixei's, who were already profiting b}^ the low price of cane sugar

following the reduced duties of 1890. Instead of helping the maple-

sugar grower, there is every reason to believe that the bounty reall}"

inured to the profit of his rival, the wholesale dealer.

NECESSITY FOR SUGAR MAKERS' ORGANIZATIONS.

With a steadil}^ growing demand for maple sirup, which to-da}^ is

almost entirel}^ supplied b}" the mixer, the producers of pure sirup

can hope to control the trade only through organization. The differ-

ence between the pure and the adulterated product is so marked that

there would be little question as to choice, were the genuine sugar

known to the popular trade. A large number of the consumers

hardly know pure maple sirup when they taste it, and as so great a

part of that on the market is spurious, they have little chance to

learn. Under such a condition the market can be gained for the pure

product only by means of united action. An example of such action

is the present Vermont Sugar Growers' Association.

The situation is very similar to that which has alread}^ been success-

fully met, in the case of certain other farm products, by organized

cooperation of producers. Sometimes, as in German}^ and Canada,

this has been initiated and substantialh^ aided by government action;

sometimes, as in Ireland and England, it has been carried through

entirelj^ by private enterprise. Some 3^ears ago Canadian daily

products formed but an insignificant proportion of the exports

of these articles to Great Britain. Now, through the efforts of the

Canadian government to foster intelligent and honest methods of

production, an English market has been secured for the Canadian out-

put. The Irish Agricultural Organization Society has gone far toward

bringing about an economic regeneration of the island, and in Ger-

man}^ rural prosperity has been vastly increased by the same methods.
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In all these cases the principal purposes aimed at have been the

improvement of methods of production, and furnishing a guarant}^ of

purity to consumers.

In the case of maple-sugar producers the first necessit}^ is a market for

high grade, unadulterated sugar and sirup. This they should be able

to secure without much difficulty through responsible association, which

can guarantee the quality of all the product bearing its name or stamp.

Where desirable, the growers of a county or region could combine to

form a stock company, thus securing capital for the necessary equip-

ment. In ever}^ case all sugar and sirup should be sent to a central

point, be graded according to quality, and packed in a uniform man-

ner. A commission charge on sales would furnish the income from

which the expenses of the association or compan}^ would be met.

Under careful, conservative business management the purchase of

utensils, packing cases, etc., for sale to the members at the lowest

prices, might be successfulh^ arranged, and perhaps the loan of capi-

tal, on good security, for the installation of modern equipment could

be successfully added.

Annualh", if not oftener, the members should meet for the transac-

tion of business, to interchange ideas, and to listen to addresses on

matters pertaining to sugar making. The publication and free dis-

tribution of the proceedings at these meetings might be made a farther

means of advancing the interests and improving the methods of the

sugar makers.

SUGAR MAPLES.

All the maples have sweet sap, but only from a few of our native

species has sugar been made in p'dying quantities. The first place is

held b}^ the sugar maple (Ace/^ saccharum) and a variety of it, the

black maple {Acer saccharum nigrum). The red maple (Acer rubrum)^

the silver maple {Acer saccharinum), and the Oregon maple {Acer

inacropliyllum) are of less importance, and the box elder {Acer

negundo) is least important of all.

THE SUGAR MAPLE.

The sugar maple spreads over a wide area, but as a tree for the

production of sugar in pa3'ing quantities its range is limited to western

New England, New York, Penns3dvania, the southern Appalachians,

the Ohio Vallej^ and the Lake States and adjacent parts of Canada.

(See figs. 1 and 2.) In the Gulf States and as far north as southern

Arkansas the tree is represented by a variet}^ {Acer saccharum fori-

dcmum) from which no sugar is made.

The sugar maple is a stately and vigorous forest tree, capable of

growing in dense stands. It bears a plentiful crop of seeds, which in

most localities ripen in the early fall. These seeds germinate readily,
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and under favorable circumstances the entire forest floor is heavily

carpeted with seedlings (PL III, fig\ 1), the succulent, sweet foliage

of which is eagerly devoured by all kinds of stock. The young seed-

lings are very thrifty and can stand the shade of a complete forest

cover. This tolerance of shade is one of the distinguishing features of

the sugar maple, and, although it is less pronounced in later years,

even mature trees have one of the most persistently heavy crowns in

the forest.

Seedlings, although not killed by complete shade, are kept sup-

pressed and grow slowly, but if they have germinated in the open, or

the forest above them is removed, they grow up into thickets of

remarkable density. (See PI. Ill, hg. 2.) In such a condition the

struggle between the j^oung trees is so fierce that the development of

even the most thrifty is seriously retarded (see p. 31). The species

being so tolerant of shade and by nature so vigorous, no individual

gives up the struggle, but does its utmost to ov^ertop the others and

gain the sunlight. As a result the stand keeps its extreme density

for a long period, and each tree grows long and spindling. The forest-

grown tree develops slowly on this account, and has a long, clean stem

and a small crown (PI. IV, lig. 1), while the roadside maple has a short

trunk and a great egg-shaped crown of dense foliage. The root system

tends to be shallow, with many laterals and an undeveloped taproot.

In the forest this character is more marked (PI. IV, tig. 2) than in field

or roadside specimens, and any sudden opening up of the stand ma}^

result in loss by windfall or by a drying out of the roots.

There is no doubt that the quantit}- of sap that a tree yields stands

in direct relation to the size of its crown, but many sugar makers
believe that trees in a forest produce more sap than those in a grove.

The explanation is found in the fact that the forest floor with its cov-

ering of litter and humus contributes to the vitalit}^ of the trees more
than the grass carpet of a grove. To obtain a heavy sap production,

a complete crown cover and a rich deposit of humus is of vital impor-

tance. (See pp. 25, 26, 36.)

Within its wide range the sugar maple appears as a predominant

tree onl}^ in the New England States, New York, southern Canada,

northern and western Pennsylvania, and in parts of Ohio, Indiana,

Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota. In the southern Appa-
lachians it occurs in scattered bodies where climatic conditions are

similar to those of the North, confining itself chiefly to north slopes or

to the coves, on moist, well-drained, rich soils where the heat of the

sun is tempered. As a rule, it associates with the beech, birches, and

basswood, but also mixes with the yellow poplar, hickories, and other

hardwoods, and with hemlock and some of the eastern spruces. At
the heads of the coves and in the bottoms it often forms pure stands fit

for commercial tapping, and its reproduction is everywhere excellent.
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Id its northern home it is a principal forest tree (PL Y, fig. 1) and

often forms from 25 to To per cent of the total stand. It prefers a

moist but well-drained soil, and seems to do its best on glacial drift or on

rocky hillsides and benches. In the cool atmosphere of this region

all aspects are equally acceptable, but it avoids or grows sparseh' on

ridge crests, generally leaving the ground in such situations to spruce

or to beech. In the extreme northern part of New York State and

the adjacent district of Quebec the forest growth is often almost pure

maple, and even considerablv farther south, where beech and birch

become associate trees, the sugar maple holds its own as the dominant

species. In northern Pennsylvania, at an altitude of over 1.000 feet,

the mixture is much the same as it is in New York. In Ohio, Indiana,

and Illinois a similar condition is found; but as the hilly country

disappears the maple retreats to the richer and damper soils, leaving

great areas to the oaks, chestnuts, etc. This is particularly true of

the southern parts of these States. By the time the western and south-

western limits of its range have been reached it has only a scattered

occurrence, even in the most favorable positions. In southern Michigan

the forests are similar to those in Xcav York, but as one approaches

the pine region of the l^orth the maple confines itself to the more fertile

places. The same is true of Wisconsin and Minnesota, where the

sugar maple reaches its northwestern limit in the United States.

Maple trees are often seriously injured by an insect commonly
called the " maple worm." The way in which this pest works and the

measures suggested for its control are described in the following para-

graphs contributed bv Nathan Banks, of the Bureau of Entomology,

United States Department of Agriculture:

The ravages of the forest tent caterpillar {Malacosoma disstria) in the maple-sugar

bushes of Xew York and other 2sorthern States has for several years attracted con-

siderable attention. The maple seems to be one of the favorite food plants of this

insect—so much so that in some localities it is known as the "maple worm." Some-
times they have become so numerous as to strip the maples for many acres, to cover

the ground several inches deep with their wriggling bodies, and the marching, hungry
hosts to impede wagons and even railroad trains. Although the loss of leaves does

little damage to the tree at the time, the continued defoliation year after year, can

only result in its serious weakening or death.

During the winter the forest tent caterpillar is represented by tiny caterpillars

patiently waiting within the eggshells for the advent of spring. The eggs, to the

number of 150 or more, are arranged in a cluster or belt around a twig and covered

Avith a shiny, frothy, glue-like substance that protects them from the rigor of the

elements. This cluster is of nearly even width throughout, and does not taper at

each end as does the egg belt of the closely related insect, the apple-tree tent cater-

pillar. The clusters are often not more than 20 or 25 feet from the ground. During
the latter part of April or in May the little caterpillars issue from these eggs and
start to feed on the leaves. At first they are apt to feed in clusters, but they scatter

as they grow. They eat during the night or in cloudy weather, and during the day
retire to the branches to rest, often in groups of fifty or more. They commonly spin

a thread wherever they go, but do not make a web or "tent." They molt four times.
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The first molting occurs about two weeks after they have emerged from the eggs, the

second a week or ten days after the first, the third about ten days later, and the fourth

molting ten days after the third. Newly hatched caterpillars are dull black, with

long grayish-white hairs. After the second molting there is seen a row of eleven

cream-white, diamond-shaped spots along the back, and two fainter lines on the sides.

These markings become brighter and more distinct as the caterpillars increase in

size. They grow most rapidly between the third and fourth moltings, and may
become 2 to 21 inches long.

Full grown "maple worms" are more bluish than black, and have many tufts of

yellowish hairs. They have the haVjit of dropping from the tree when disturbed by
birds or the wind. Usually they suspend themselves by a thread, but if suddenly

shaken may fall without using a thread. After the fourth molting they instinc-

lively begin to wander about, perhaps forsaking the tree, and crawding in every

direction over the ground or along fences. This apparently aimless traveling,

which starts in the early days of June, results in the wider distribution of the species.

AVhen in great numbers they are apt to be compelled, by lack of food, to migrate

before the fourth molting, and then the creeping host may cover large areas of ground

in its effort to find sufficient food.

After a few days of roving the caterpillar spins its cocoon, usually at night. This

is, perhaps, normally spun within a rolled leaf, but many caterpillars leave the tree

and spin on the bark, on fences, or even on the ground. The cocoon is rather loose,

and is spun of whitish silk mixed with some yellowish hairs from the caterpillar's

body, and dotted with a yellowish powder ejected as a liquid by the caterpillar.

Upon finishing it, the caterpillar molts once again, and transforms to the pupal stage.

The puppe are reddish brown in color, and from five-eighths to three-fourths of an

inch long. In about ten days or two weeks the adult insect, a four-winged moth or

miller, emerges from the cocoon.

This moth is of a buff color with a brownish tinge, each forewing crossed by two
oblique dark lines. Sometimes the area between the lines is very dark, and again

these lines may be almost wholly lacking. The female moth measures 1§ inches in

wing expanse, while her mate is much smaller as well as darker, and differs also in

having feathered antennpe. The moths fly chiefly at night, and are readily attracted

to lights. The great majority of the moths issue forth between the last week in June

and the middle of July. They quickly pair and deposit their egg belts or clusters on

the twigs. The embryo develops during the fall, but the young caterpillar remains

within the eggshell till the warm weather of spring. Since the female moth is not a •

good flyer and deposits her eggs within a few days after emerging from the cocoon, it

follows that she is not a great factor in the distribution of the species. This insect

spreads slowly, but the more thoroughly infests the spots where it occurs.

Once established in a sugar bush, the caterpillar is difficult to eradicate." The appli-

cation of arsenicals is too expensive for general practice. In small isolated maple
groves much good may be accomplished by banding the trees with some substance

that will bar the caterpillars, and then collecting and destroying the trapped cater-

pillars. The banding itself accomplishes little. Many substances have been recom-

mended, such as cotton wool, sticky fly paper, cottolene, mixture of tar and raw oil,

lard and sulphur, and "raupenleim." The latter should not be applied directly to

the bark, but upon paper or bagging. Many have recommended the collection of

the cocoons by children, and this, when carefully done, will doubtless keep the insect

from excessive multiplication. Destroying the caterpillars when they have assembled

upon the trunks or branches, by means of brooms or specially prepared brushes,

will help to lessen the pest another season. But the most efficacious remedy is to

break off or burn the egg belts in the winter. The twigs may be clipped by means
of long-poled pruning hooks, or the belts may be burned by a Idng-handled torch.

If done while the snow is on the ground the fallen egg belts will not be lost, but may
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readily be ojatheredand burned. Whenever the caterpillars have become so numerous

as to cover the ground, it might be possible to exterminate them, in open groves, by

the use of, a small, single-horse roller.

Natural enemies do a great deal to keep these insects in check. Various birds

have been observed to feed on them with avidity, and doubtless if more were done

toward inducing birds to nest in sugar bushes by providing them with suitable

nesting places and protecting them from boys and cats, it might be possible to keep

the pest under control. A large number of predaceous and parasitic insects have

been recorded as feeding on the forest tent caterpillar. Among the former are the

large beetles of the genus Calosoma, and the stink bugs of the genus Podisus. Sev-

eral tachinid flies have been bred from the caterpillars, and many four-winged

hymenopterous parasites from the cocoons. In some cases 10 to 20 per cent of the

cocoons have been found to be parasitized. Often these natural enemies, if allowed

free course, would multiply so greatly during a heavy infestation as to prevent a

serious outbreak the following year.

In the 2)i*esent discussion the sugar maple is not considered as a

himber tree, for which a long stem free of branches is desired, but

rather as a paying producer of sap. Under this aspect a silvicultural

problem is presented radically different from that which ordinarily

confronts the forester. (See p. 25.) The full and heavy crown with

a large leaf surface must be developed in place of the long, clear

stem. The sap flow must be continuous and plentiful. The best sap

flow is where the transition from winter to spring is slow, where the

da^'S are warm and sunny and the nights frosty. These conditions

do not occur throughout the entire range of the species. A localit\^

wherein the ground thaws quickly, and which has no great variation of

temperature between day and night is not suitable for sap production.

The ''season'' must be long enough, also, to insure sap in merchant-

able quantities. Such conditions are characteristic only in the North-

ern States, and as sugar making goes farther south it can be profitable

only at altitudes which reproduce the climatic conditions of the North.

THE BLACK MAPLE.

The black maple is generally considered superior to all others as a

producer of sap. How far this is true is uncertain. In its general

silvical characteristics it is similar to the sugar maple, save in the fact

that .it seems to prefer lower land, such as the banks of streams and

rich alluvial river bottoms. It is found in Vermont on the shores of

Lake Champlain. and ranges southward, west of the Alleghenies, from
Minnesota to Arkansas and eastern Kansas.

THE RED MAPLE.

The red maple has the widest range of all its famih' in America.

(See figs. 1 and 2.) The natural home of this tree is along the borders of

streams and on low, swampy ground. In the North it often forms a

pure growth in such places, but it is along the Ohio, the Mississippi,
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and their tributaries tliat it reaches its greatest perfection. Like the

sugar maple it is tolerant of shade, and seedlings sprout plentifull}^

from the heav}' crops of fruit, which ripen in the late spring or earl}^

summer. As a swamp tree it associates in the Southern and Middle

States with the sweet magnolia and loblolly ba}", the bald cypress,

various oaks, and the red, black, and cotton gums. It does well, also,

on less moist lands. It is generally of vigorous growth, but the grown
trees are inclined to unsoundness at the butt. As a sugar-producing

tree it enters into consideration in the Middle and Western States only

where the sugar maple is not plentiful. It has an abundant flow of

sap, from which good sugar has been made, and the general opinion that

the earh^ starting buds cause ''buddy" or discolored sap ma}^ prove

quite unfounded. As a rule, red maple has been tapped in districts

where the climate is unfavorable to m^y kind of maple-sugar making,

and this fact, together with the general lack of care and skill, ma}^

account for the existing prejudice against it. Conditions being equal,

it is almost certain that the sugar maple is superior to red maple in

every way, but there are large districts in which no better sugar tree

than the red maple is found. In such localities experiments should be

made to determine its true value.

THE SILVER MAPLE.

The silver maple ranges from New Brunswick to western Florida,

and west through southern Ontario and INlichigan to eastern North and

South Dakota, Kansas, and Indian Territory. (See figs. 1 and 2.) In

the North it appears in mixture with the sugar maple, but in general

prefers lower altitudes and moister soils. It reaches its greatest

perfection in the valleys of the Ohio and jNlississippi, where it is one

of the characteristic trees on the lowlands of these rivers and their

tributaries. The flow of sap is plentiful and sweet, but, like that of

the red maple, liable to discoloration, and the season is short and

uncertain. It is, like the red maple, only to be considered as a sugar

tree outside the region where the sugar maple is a dominant species.

THE OREGON MAPLE.

This is the only Western species which can be considered as a pro-

ducer of sugar. In localities where the season is favorable the sap is

of good qualit}^ and the flow considerable. The tree is found west of

the Cascades and Sierra Nevada Mountains, from the Canadian border

to southern California. It prefers rich, moist soil, and reaches its

best development in the river bottoms of Washington and Oregon.

The census of 1900 reports a ver}^ small production (126 gallons of

sirup) from Columbia County, Wash.
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Fig. 2.—a Thicket of Sugar Maple Saplings.

The tree.s are .•^o tall and slender that tiiey can not stand alone.





Fig. 2.—Root System of a Forest-grown Sugar Maple.
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THE BOXELDER.

The boxelder has been occasionally planted in sugar groves because

of its rapid growth, but it is an inferior species and may be ignored

as a sugar producer.

SUGAR GROVES.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.

The ideal sugar grove should contain that number of trees which

will give a maximum yield of sap per acre; whence it follows that the

formation of a grove must consider the 3'ield per given area rather

than the yield per tree. To determine the exact number of trees that

should occupy an area would take many years of experiment, but

directly and indirectly there has been much information collected on

the subject of sap production through a studv of individual trees,

and from this a number of safe deductions can be made. An equal

amount of sunlight being- given, the sap and sugar production is pro-

portionate to the leaf area of the tree. This statement is corroborated

in a recent bulletin of the Vermont Agricultural Experiment Station,^

where it is also asserted that the sugar production of the tree depends

more on the actual leaf area than on the amount of light; which it

receives. In other words, if a small-crowned mature tree be set free

to light on all sides, the sap production will be stimulated onh' to a

verv slight extent. From this it follows that the number of trees

per acre must be consistent with the greatest possible crown develop-

ment of each tree in the grove. At the same time it is not to be

forgotten that the maple is inherently a forest species. The large

crown of foliage has an extensive leaf area for evaporation, and

demands a protected soil which can keep it well supplied with water.

Such soil is best found in the forest, where the ground is kept heavily

matted with leaves and humus, so that the sun and diying winds will

have little access to it, and a comparatively uniform degree of moisture

and coolness ma\^ be maintained under all conditions. Commercial

sugar making is confined to a small part of the botanical distribution

of the sugar maple, because of a peculiar climatic requirement. It is

the gradual northern spring, with the slow yielding of the frost by the

ground, which makes the sap flow long and continuously enough to

give a paying production of sugar. A sudden thaw affects both the

quality and the duration of the sap flow. On this account it is alwa3^s

desirable to maintain forest conditions in a sugar grove, for if the

ground has a heavy carpet of leaves and humus, it will be less sensitive

to changes in temperature.

«Bull. Xo. 103, Vermont Agricultural Experiment Station, Dec, 1903, pp. 117, 118.

24526—Xo. 59—05 4
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Altitude is one of the most important factors in determining- the

necessary density of the sugar grove. High up in the mountains,

where the summer is u:\oist and the spring lung, and in the North, the

necessity of an unbroken cover is not so great as where the summer
is hotter and the spring less gradual in its transition from winter to

warm weather. In mountainous regions the forest can be more open,

and in every large grove a section on a southern exposure will insure

an early sugar season. In lower altitudes the close grove of full

crowned trees will have an advantage over a scattered stand of field

trees exposed to the effects of a variable spring. It should not be for-

gotten, however, that trees which have developed from their youth

in very open groves have stronger root systems than forest trees, and

that they draw their water supply from the moist subsoil (see p. 20);

but such groves have a relatively limited production per acre, and,

while serviceable for a small home production, would cover too large

an area to be profitable for a large undertaking.

The model grove should satisfy the following requirements as far as

possible:

(1) It should contain the greatest number of trees per acre consistent

with fully developed crowns.

(2) The forest cover should be unbroken, so that in summer little

sunlight -falls upon the ground. (PL V, fig. 2.)

(3) There should be a complete litter of humus and leaves, to the

exclusion of grass and light-demanding weeds. ^' (PI. VI, lig. 1.)

(4) Young trees should be kept in reserve to take the place of those

that fail, and to fill other openings in the cover.

(5) No grazing should be allowed in the grove, except in special

cases where the cover is perfect and no reproduction is needed. Cattle

not only keep l)ack all reproduction (PI. VI, fig. 2) but also do harm
by trampling and breaking the ground, so that it dries out.

(6) The grove should ))e made accessible by a system of roadways to

facilitate the collecting of sap. If the network is complete no diffi-

culty will l)e found with the underbrush, which hinders sap gathering-

little in the early spring when the woods are devoid of foliage.

The first three points var^- in importance with the latitude and alti-

tude of the grove, but the}" are always worthy of consideration.

In discussing the methods required to bring about these results, the

several common types of sugar groves will be described. Logically it

would be proper to begin with the treatment of a sapling thicket and

continue through each stage to the nrature grove, but as the earlier

stages of growth are the most complicated to deal with, the order of

consideration will be reversed.

« French and German experiments have, demonstrated that a heavy Lnowth of

grass dries the soil, and interferes with tlie entrance of water even during a heavy
rain.
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THE IMPROVEMENT OF A MATURE, DENSE GROVE.

A large number of groves are merel^^ parts of the old hardwood

forest, having a preponderance of sugar maple in the mixture. (PI.

V, fig. 1.) These trees have their normal forest form—a long, smooth

stem and compact crown. (PI. IV, fig. 1.) There is little to be gained

in actual sap production by thinning such a stand (p. 25), as it has

generallv passed the period of vigorous growth and would not develop

larger crowns, although the sap season may be brought on earlier b\^

opening up the grove to sunshine. The mixture can be regulated,

however, and provision made for a pure growth of maple to succeed

the old forest as it passes away. The usual mixture of birch, beech,

elm. basswood, and ash may be gradually removed, and the reproduc-

tion of maple thereby assured. This thinning should pay for itself in

most localities, from the resulting fuel and saw timber. In making

such a thinning the following precautions should be observed:

(1) When the trees to be removed occur in groups, they should not

all be cut out immediately, leaving large gaps in the forest cover,

since forest-grown sugar maples have a broad, shallow, root system

(PI. IV, fig. 2), and are subject to windfall when suddenly exposed.

The trees which crowd the best maples should be taken out fir.st; the

rest should be removed later, when the sugar trees have become more
wind firm.

(2) Where several maples crowd each other and form a dense cover,

those with the smallest crowns, those which are unsound, and those

which show signs of bad health or decline should be removed.

(3) Young maples which show possibilities of good crown develop-

ment should be cut free from interference on every side.

(4) If the grove borders on open land, it should not be thinned for

a distance of at least 25 feet from its edge. This is a safeguard against

damage by storms, and is particularly important in borders exposed
to heavy winds.

(5) When practicable, the young growth of other species than maple
should be removed.

(6) It is Avell to accomplish the thinning in a series of years, rather

than at once and radically, thus avoiding violent changes.

(7) It is important to maintain the humus and ground moisture in

every maple grove. In localities where natural forests of sugar maple
are common the danger of destroying the proper soil conditions

by letting in the sunlight is not great, but if a grove of this type lies

where the summers are hot, the cover must be broken very gradually.

THE IMPROVE3IENT OF A MATURE, OPEN GROVE.

In the more settled and less wooded portions of the maple sugar
producing district, it is noticeable that a large proportion of the groves
are old and very often overmature. They have evidently been left on
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favorable situations from the original forest, and as a rule no attempt

has been made to renew them or keep up their vigor since the adjoining

land was first cleared. A young and thrifty set of trees is a rarity

among the great number of old, open, and grass-grown groves.

As a rule these groves are on small farms, where they are used quite

as much for pasture as they are for sugar making. In cases where

the pasturage can not be spared, and where sugar is only a small item

in the farm production, there is little to be done for their improvement.

When the grazing can be spared, however, and the owner desires to

increase the sugar-producing capacity of his trees, it is undoubtedly

better to bring about a reproduction from the old trees than by plant-

ing a new stand. (PI. VI, figs. 1 and 2.)

The first step to be taken in such a process of improvement in a

more or less open and grass-grown grove is the exclusion of stock.

Fig. 4.—Method of improving an open grove.

After laying out proper driveways for sap gathering, the seedlings

should be allowed to come everywhere else. All unsound and dying

trees should be cut out and 3'oung growth of all other species than maple

removed. In a very short time the young maple seedlings will take

possession of the open ground and grow vigorously where they get

sufiicient light. (PI. Ill, fig. 1.) When they are 8 or 10 3^ears old

and 6 to 8 feet high, or more, the struggle for supremacy among them
will begin. In each opening large enough to permit the development

of a tree with a full crown, the strongest and most thrifty seedling

which has a favorable position should be selected, and the heads of

those within a radius of 12 feet or more about it lopped off with a

corn knife. The crowns of at least two-thirds of these trees must be

removed; the remaining crowns will insure a good ground protection

and leaf fall until the favored tree has filled the opening. In the case

of small openings the thicket should remain unthinned; the struggle

between the trees will keep them all suppressed, while they Avill sup-



Bui. 59, Bureau of Forestry, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. Plate V.

Fig. 2.—Second-growth Sugar Maples.

The crowns and the ground cover are excellent, but the stand needs thinning.





Bui. 59, Bureau of Forestry: U, S. Dept. of Agriculture. Plate VI.

Fig. 2.—Pastured Maple Grove.

Poor ground cover, little humus, tree roots exposed.
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ply the necessaiy ground cover. The seedlings which come up under

the direct shade of the old trees will never develop to any size, unless

some of the large trees are removed hy age or accident. Figure 1

shows this method of treatment. Cattle may be let in the grove when

it has become too tangled for convenient sap collecting, and when the

young growth desired for open places has reached a height of 8 or 10

feet. They will soon open up the smaller and undesirable growth.

At the same time roadways should be opened and the ground kept

free of fallen limbs and trees. The tall, slender seedlings will be a

small obstruction in sap gathering, but a little discomfort can be borne

for the sake of the undoubted advantages obtained by a ground cover.

THE IMPROVE^klENT OF A DENSE YOUNG GROVE.

In many parts of the maple producing section a second-growth forest

has come up, similar in composition to the original stand. The sugar

maple often forms a predominant part of such a wood, and in that case

all that is needed to turn it into a sugar grove is to remove a number

of interfering trees, thus giving the proper number of maples a chance

to develop the full crowns necessary to a maximum yield of sap per

acre. Preference should be given to the younger and more thrifty

stands, where the trees are just entering the period of most vigorous

development. Plate V, figure 2, illustrates a typical example of a

stand which is in excellent condition, but requires radical thinning to

put it in the best form for sugar production.

The difference between thinning a young stand and a fully matured

grove of the same type is usually that in the former case provision

must be made for growing a set of full-crowned sugar trees from the

more thrifty of the young maples. In a stand from 40 to 60 years

old it is easy to pick the largest and best-developed specimens and

favor them for the future. Some of the directions to be observed in

treating a dense young grove are the same as those given for the

treatment of the mature grove.

(1) Select the sound, dominant trees which show a natural tendency

to a well-branched, compact crown of large size, and remove from all

sides everything which tends to crowd them. If the stand is between

40 and 60 years old. leave about 100 .trees to the acre; if older, leave

about 75 trees. The average healthy young maple can be freed for

from 10 to 12 feet on all sides of its crown without the slightest

danger, except in the most exposed positions.

(2) In the choice of sugar trees the position and influence of eac'.i

on its neighbors must be considered. If two dominant trees crowd

each other seriously, remove the least promising.

(3) In case the beech, birch, or other species are so grouped that

their removal would make a serious gap in the forest, it will be well

to let several of them stand, but they should be so treated that maple
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seedlings (which nearl}^ alwa3^s gain possession of the soil even under

beech) will have light enough to come in under them. When these

seedlings become established the beech or birch can be removed, and

young maples favored after the method shown in tigure 5. When
practicable always cut out other seedlings than maple.

(4) Successive thinnings are better than a radical opening up of the

stand, because in this way danger of windfall and drying out the soil

are avoided. This method also leaves room to overcome the damage
done by porcupines. These animals probably are the worst enemies

of the young maple. One porcupine in a single night can strip the

bark off man}^ saplings, and to such an extent that the}^ are perma-

nentl}^ ruined. The sugar trees should not have more than 10 or 12

feet of free space on any side of their crowns. A thrifty maple can

fill such a gap in eight or ten years, after which a final thinning may
be made and the remaining weed trees removed.

(5) The edges of the grove w^hich border upon open land should not

be thinned enough to leave the stand unprotected from strong winds

and sunlight. If other .species are crowding the dominant maples,

they should be remaved; but, as a rule, the borders should remain

dense and the trees should be covered to the ground with foliage.

(6) In cool situations, or in elevated regions, the thinning may be

heavier than farther south or in lower lands, where more care is neces-

sary to preserve a proper ground cover. Firewood and other timber

secured by thinning should pay for the cost of the operation. The
necessity for well-located roadwa^^s to take out the sap should not be

forgotten.

Figure 5 shows in diagramatic form a grove of this type before and

after thinning.

THE MANAGEMENT OF A SAPLING THICKET.

Throughout the maple region dense thickets of young saplings are

common in abandoned fields and pastures. Where a sugar grove is

desired, it will pay to take such young growth in hand if no old trees

are available in sufhcient numbers. Left to themselves, the young-

trees usuall}^ become so densely crowded that even when 20 feet high

they number from 2,000 to 3,000 to the acre. Under such conditions

growth almost ceases even in the dominant trees, and at a time which,

in normal stands, is the period of most vigorous growth. (PI. Ill,

fig. 2.)

The first thinning should be made when the saplings are about 6 or

8 feet high, if the owner feels justified in helping them at this time.

The largest and healthiest trees, on an average about 12 feet apart,

should be selected, and the tops of the others cut back with a hatchet

or corn knife in such a way that they can not overtake the favored

individuals. Plate VII, figure 1, shows such a thicket before improve-
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merit, while figure 2 illustrates the method of cutting. Figure 6 gives

a conventionalized view of the treatment recommended. Catting back

trees in this manner can be done ver}^ rapidly. Three men should cut

over an acre a day. Although there is no return in firewood or other

material from such early thinnings, the young trees will be given a

fav^orable start in their development at the most critical period of

growth. The ground cover at the same time will be kept intact by

the sprouts, until the selected trees fill out and close up the space with

Fig. 5.—A young, close-grown Lrove before and after thinning.

their crowns. When they are about 25 years old the dominant trees,

which are about 12 feet apart, will begin to crowd each other, and

another thinning must be made to give the best ones room. Experi-

ments are under way to show how much time will be gained by this

method in obtaining a stand fit for tapping. All general forest prac-

tice shows that the gain over the unthinned thicket should l)e at least

2.5 per cent.
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If the thicket to be turned into a su^ar grove contains older and

larger trees than have been considered, a regular course of thinning-

should be instituted. The main points to keep in mind in this case

are as follows:

(1) Choose the thrifty trees which show a tendency to good, sym-

metrical crown development, and set their crowns free on all sides to

a distance of about 12 feet. See that the selected trees are sound and

free from forks which may develop badly.

(2) Remove all long, spindling trees which are likely to bend over.

(PI. Ill, fig. 2.)

(3) For ground cover, leave all specimens which do not threaten the

crowns of the chosen trees, and which are capable of casting even the

smallest amount of shade.

Fig. 6.—Method of improving a thicket of maple saplings.

(4) Remove all species but maple, except when they are very much
suppressed. Low, broad-crowned trees of any kind will help to shade

the ground.

(5) Do not disturb the borders of a dense thicket. Sun and wind

must be excluded from a stand which has been suddenly opened up

within, and which is unaccustomed to the new conditions.

To make this system of treatment clearer, a concrete case will be de-

scribed. In the autumn of 1903 a stand of young maples in Vermont
was thinned by a member of the Bureau of Forestry. The stand is

situated at an altitude of about 1,200 feet, with a southeastern expo-

sure. It came up in an abandoned meadow, which was seeded from a

few old trees along a bordering wall. The dominant trees are from

30 to 40 feet in height and from 15 to 25 years old, with an average
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Fig. 1.—Thicket of Maple Saplings Before Treatment.

The growth is too den.se for proper development.

FiQ. 2 —The Same Thicket After Thinning.

Most of the trees have been topped, but the be.st are left in such positions that thev can develop
good crowns.





Bu!. 59, Bureau of Forestry, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture Plate Vlll.

FiQ. 2.—The Same Stand After Thinning.

Twelve cords of wood per acre have been removed.
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diameter for the stand, suppressed trees included, of 2 inches, breast-

hio'h. The entire tract is ver}" dense, and, although the extreme dif-

ference in the age of the trees is about ten 3'ears, the difference in

their size is far greater than the discrepancy^ in age would explain.

More than half the stand is 1 inch and under in diameter, and yet

manv of these trees are as old as near neighbors three times as large.

This results from the extreme vitalit}' of the sugar maple, and shows

the urgent necessity for thinning at an early age. Two plats, each

0.7 acre in size, were thinned, with the following results:

Table IV.— Thiitning of a mopJe sugar thicket.

[Number of trees per acre of various diameters, in the original stand, removed, and left.]

Diameter breastliigli.

Number of trees per acre.

Original
stand.

Removed. Left.

Inches.

0. 5 to 2 1,.517

1,012

339

755

G53

126

762

389

183

2 to 4

4 to 7

T< tal 2, 868 1,534 1,334

Plate yill shows the tract before and after thinning. Twelve cords

to the acre of fair firewood were cut, an amount which should ordina-

rily pay for the thinning. The large number of small trees left after

thinning is noticeable in the illustration, and is a point not to be over-

looked. All trees that in no way interfered with the dominant stand

and had a fairly full crown were allowed to remain as cover. There

is no chance of their overtaking the favored trees, and they furnish

the needful shade whereby a more radical opening of the crowns in

the dominant stand is permitted. The final trees of the grove are to

be selected from the 4 to 7 inch diameter class, the remainder acting

as a reserve in case the selected trees should meet with accident. The
li^aviest cutting Avas made in that part of the stand which ran from

2 to i inches in diameter, the class which interfered most with the

future sugar trees. Those individuals which gave promise of becom-

ing members of the final stand were given more room than the others.

Although the cutting took away such a large proportion of the stand,

it will be observed that the trees are still in close order. This will

necessitate a later thinning, probably after about six y ears, but at

present further thinning would subject the long, slender saplings to

overthrow and the ground to drying.

SITUATION OF A SUGAR GROVE.

The best location for a sugar grove is where the maple thrives best

under natural conditions. In the Appalachian region this will be in

the north coves, and in Ohio, Indiana, and adjacent States on rich,
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moist, ^-ravelly soils. In the Northern States, where the maple flour-

ishes on all exposures, the exposures to the south are generally to be

preferred, because there the sap runs earlier, and the first sirup and

sugar to reach the market obtain the best prices. On northern

exposures and in very dense forests the sap season begins later; but if

the sugar grove is to be on a large scale, it will be well to have it

include both southern and northern exposures, so that the run of sap

may be continued longer and not come at once in a quantity too great to

be easily cared for. In the Northern States the best sugar groves are

usually on rocky slopes with rich humus, at an altitude of about

1,000 feet.

PLANTING A SUGAR GROVE.

The advisability of planting a sugar grove will depend partly on the

locality. The problem presented is notably different in the Middle

West and in the region of commercial production in the Lake States

and the Northeast. In the West maple-sugar production has steadily

declined and shows no sign of a revival. The planting of sugar groves

in this region is, therefore, not generally advisable.

In the region of commercial production it is usually eas}- to tind old

groves, young stands of second growth, or sapling thickets which can

be made productive more quickly than a plantation of seedlings. In

cases where no such beginning is possible, and a plantation has been

determined upon, the following suggestions may be offered:

Avoid planting the trees too far apart. This is the mistake most

commonly made. Wide spacing deprives the soil of its needful pro-

tection, reduces the yield of sap per acre, and gives a poor return for

the expense of planting and for the amount of land used. Planting

should always be done in early spring; and as the regions in which it is

likely to be necessary are usually at low^ altitudes (see p. 21), it will

be good policy to plant the trees close enough to insure a proper

ground condition from the first. This will be best accomplished by
setting the trees 6 by 6 feet apart. This gives 1,210 trees to the acre,

which will not prove very expensive, as small seedlings, costing about

$2 per thousand, may be used, or they may be gathered from the

woods, preferably in wet weather. When this is done, care should be

taken to select thrifty specimens, not over 2 feet in height, and to

plant them immediately.

When the young trees reach a height of about 10 feet and begin to

crowd one another, the grove should be treated in the same manner as

that recommended for the wild sapling thicket (see p. 31). This will

give a maximum number of full-crowned trees to the acre, and the

proper ground conditions will be maintained.

In most cases it will be well to cultivate the ground for one season,

or possibly two, but the soil should acquire the forest character as
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soon as possible. Where that is not readil}' attainable, a maple grove

is not likely to pay.

In some situations it may be advisable to mix with the maple a num-

ber of quick-growing' trees valuable for posts or farm lumber, in order

to secure earh^ returns on the investment. The best species to use in

this way can be determined only for definite localities. Advice in such

cases will be willingly furnished by the Bureau of Forestry.

MAPLE SAP.

SAP PRESSURE AND FLOW-.

The quantity of sap produced depends not only upon the size of the

tree, but also on its relative situation, and often upon what seem to be

peculiarities of the individal tree, not yet explained.

It has been recentl}^ shown that the force exerted by the sap of

maple trees in the sugar-making season varies from a suction of 2

pounds per square inch at night to a pressure of 20 pounds per square

inch in the day, and that it tiuctuates in a general way with the rise

and fall of temperature during the day and night. Although the

phenomenon of sap flow is not 3^et perfectly understood, it may be

asserted that the popular idea of sap rising in the spring and retreat-

ing to the roots of the tree in the autumn is a fallacy. Conclusive

experiments have shown that on tapping the tree a flow of sap both

from above and below comes toward the holes. There is also a very

small flow from the sides of the tap holes, the sap moving freely up

and down the grain of the wood, but very slowly and in small quan-

tities across it. Since the flow varies with the season, the da}", and

the variation of temperature between day and night, difi'erent quanti-

tities of sap are yielded by the same grove and the same trees in

different years. These circumstances make an average yield very dif-

ficult to estimate. However, it may be said that an ordinary mature

and thrifty maple w^ill produce about 12 gallons of sap, or 3 pounds

of sugar, per season. This figure is not extreme, for a sugar grove

has been known to average 19 gallons of sap per tree during eight

consecutive seasons, which included one poor jesLV. Some trees have

been credited with enormous yields. For instance, a tree in Ver-

mont is known to have produced 30f pounds of cake sugar in one

season, its sap being so rich that 7 quarts made 1 pound of sugar.

Another maple in the same State gave 175 gallons of sap in one

season.*

There is no doubt that large-crowned trees jdeld the most sap, so

that those trees grown in the open produce the greatest quantities.

« Bui. 103, Vermont Agricultural Experiment Station, 1903.

^Timothy Wheeler: Proceedings of Vermont Sugar Makers' Association, 1900.
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A too open grove, however, is not to be recommended, because the

}deld per acre is necessarily less from the smaller number of trees, and

the ground, from lack of proper cover, is more exposed to undesirable

extremes of temperature during the sap season. The maple is a for-

est tree, and should grow under conditions that approach as nearl}^

as possible those of the forest, but there is no reason why the grove

can not be so worked that large, full-crowned trees shall occupy the

ground and at the same time keep the soil sheltered and the forest

cover perfect.

THE AMOUNT OF SUGAR IN MAPLE SAP.

Maple ,sap is a nearly colorless liquid composed of water, sugar, and

various mineral substances, such as lime, potash, magnesia, and iron;

it also contains some organic matter in the form of vegetable acids.

The peculiar flavor of maple sugar comes, not from the sugar, but

from some one or a combination of all the other substances contained

in the sap.

The amount of sugar in the sap of the average sugar maple tree

varies greatly, the percentage changing in each tree as the season pro-

gresses. Careful experiments have shown that the sap contains on an

average about 3 per cent of sugar. The maximum is reported at 10.2

per cent, which was found in a small flow of sap from a sugar maple

near the end of a season, during which the tree averaged 5.01 per

cent."

THE MANUFACTURE OF SUGAR AND SIRUP.

THE SAP SEASON.

The sap season throughout the maple sugar belt of the United States

generally begins about the middle of March and continues until the

third week in April, but it varies ver}^ widely with a late or an early

spring. Sugar making has begun as early as Februar}^ 22 and as

late as the flrst week in April. The season lasts on an average about

four weeks. The longest run on record included fortj^-three days,

and the shortest eight da3'S.

PRELIMINARY PREPARATIONS.

Before the sugar season opens the necessar}^ stock of diy wood for

fuel should be provided. Professional sugar makers cut their wood
supply six months or more before it is needed, so that it will be well

seasoned. Seasoned wood is most conducive to efficient work, but, in

its absence, green wood can be used. Yellow birch, in particular,

makes a good Are, even when newh' cut. The necessity for fuel

^'Dr. H. W. Wiley: Bulletin No. 5, Bureau of Chemistry, United States Depart-

ment of Agriculture.
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makes thinningt? and improvement cuttings in the sugar grove practi-

cable (see pp. 27, 31). The utensils also should be made read}^ for

use. (For list and prices see p. 45.) Spouts, pails, gathering tank,

storage tank, and evaj)orating pans should be thoroughl}^ cleansed b}^

scalding them with boiling water. Absolute cleanliness is the watch-

word of good sugar making.

TAPPING THE TREES AND GATHERING THE SAP.

Before tapping a tree, an}' loose bark which ma}' fall into th& sap

should be brushed away from the trunk. For this purpose an old stiff

broom or brush is useful. Select a spot on the sunny side of the tree if

possible, and, avoiding defects or old scars made by tapping, bore a hole

1 inch in depth with a three-eighths or half inch bit. The hole should

be directed slightly upward to insure drainage. Trees under 12 inches

in diameter at breast-height should not be tapped, and except in the

case of the largest and most productive maples there should be but one

spout to a tree.

The spouts should be of metal, preferably of malleable iron and

heavily tinned (fig. 7, Nos. 8, 9, and 10). These are most lasting, but

tin ones can be obtained at a slightly smaller cost. Wooden spouts

are usually made of elder or sumach, out of which the pith has been

forced with a stick, or burned with a hot iron. When these are used,

a supply of them should be made before the sap season and stored in

a cool place, where they will not check or warp.

Sap pails should be of tin or galvanized iron; wooden ones are less

durable and harder to keep clean (fig. 7, Nos. 2 and 4). If wood is

used, the pails should be enameled white on the outside, as a protection

against heating by the sun. It is best to keep the pails covered, for

rain, snow, or dirt will cause a deterioration of the sap and darken the

color of the sugar and sirup. If sugar making is undertaken on a

large scale it is well to have the covers reversible, with one side

painted red and the other white (fig. 7, No. 6). By turning the red

side up when the pail is emptied the gatherer will know it does not

require his attention. When covers are used, a pail is hung to the

spout by a hole in its rim. In this way the sap falls into a closed space,

and the danger of evaporation and souring is greatly lessened. It is

usually advisable to throw away the first drippings, for they are apt

to be mixed with dirt, or to turn sour and contaminate the later flow.

The sap runs very clear at first, but as the season advances it shows

a tendency to darken. The most probable explanation of this is the

oxidation that takes place about the hole.

DEPTH OF TAP HOLES.

The relation of the depth of the tap hole to the amount of sap secured

has been a point long in dispute among sugar makers, various depths

having had their advocates. A nearl}^ uniform depth of about 1 inch
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is now used by professional sugar makers. The sap is found almost

entirely in the living or sap-wood, which in the mature maple is con-

1

Fig. 7.—Sugar-making utensils: 1, sugar mold; 2,4, sap buckets; 3, gathering pail; 5, skimmer; 6,

cover for sap bucket; 6a, cross section of same; 7, gathering tank; 8, 9, 10, sap spouts.

fined to about twenty-five or thirty annual rings, or from 2 to 3 inches

of the outer wood, according- to the tree. The great bulk of the sap,
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however, is confined to tlie outer ten or fifteen rings of growth. The

common practice of tapping to a depth of 1 inch seems justified by the

fact that the increased cost of deeper boring is not offset b}^ the increased

3^ield, while the sap from deep holes is of darker color and the injury

to the tree considerably greater. Sugar makers consider the sap from

shallow holes of better quality than that from deep ones, and long

experience and observation have resulted in this adoption of 1 inch as

the proper depth.

The first requisite for transporting sap to the sugar house is a good

S3^stem of roads throughout the sugar bush (p. 26). In some respects

sap is as delicate a product as milk, and the method of bringing it

from the tree to the storage tank must be rapid and sj^stematic. In

small groves the carrying can be done by hand, of course, or with the

old shoulder 3"oke, but with larger operations the transportation must

be effected b}^ horses, steam power, or gravity, and must be fuU}^

organized.

If the grove be of moderate size (from 15 to 25 acres), teams ma3^be

used to haul the sap in a gathering tank (fig. 7, No. 7) on sledges or

stone-boats. The labor of carr3^ing the sap b3^ hand to the hauling

tank will be in proportion to the number of roads and their proximit3^

to the trees. The tank should be metallic, but if of wood it should

be painted white on the outside, to keep the sap cooler and prcAxnt

souring. Wlfen the grove is situated on a steep hillside it will often

pa3^ to run a pipe line, with receiving funnels at regular intervals,

for the conve3^ance of the sap to a lower storage tank or directly

to the sugar house. The storage tank should be of tin or gal-

vanized iron, encased with wood and covered, to keep the sap cool and

to prevent it from freezing. Ever3^ practicable precaution should be

taken to keep the sap in good condition and free from impurities. As
it is ver3" sensitive to changes in the weather, and is likel3" to sour if

it becomes heated, it should be collected regularl3^, and as soon as' pos-

sible after it has left the tree. Some sugar makers begin to gather

sap as soon as there is a quart or so in each bucket, even at the expense

of going over the ground twice in a single day. The gathering tank

should have a strainer over the mouth, and the storage tank should

be kept at an even temperature, even if it must be cooled with ice

during a sudden period of heat. Often during the season the sap

runs slowh' or stops altogether. Such an occurrence may be taken

advantage of to wash and scald the gathering tanks, storage tank, and

evaporators.

THE EQUIPMENT.

The sugar house is the most important adjunct to the grove, and

should be planned with reference to the scale of operations under-

taken. If onh" a few trees are tapped the work mav be carried
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on in the old-fashioned wa}^ l)iit even in such a ease it is better to

have a small, one-roomed house with a woodshed. In this room the

small evaporator and sugaring--ofi' kettle may be placed, and the work
carried on satisfactorily. Where a large grove is to be operated, a

Evaporator Room

o
Q

Wood Shed CO ^ • Storage Room

Fig. 8.—Plan of model sugarhouse: A. Sectional view, showing evaporator, storage tank, and gath

ering tank (on sled). B. Elevation. C. Ground plan.

two-roomed house with a woodshed is necessarj^ It is alwa3^s well to

put the sugar house on sloping ground, and, of course, in the most

convenient place in the grove. If the ground rises above the house,

the storage tank can be readily filled from the gathering tanks, and at
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the same time feed by gravity into the evaporator. If the g-rove be

on level ground it will generally pa}^ to make an artificial elevation

upon which to place the storage tank, with room for the sledges to

pass and discharge sap into it. (See tig. S.)

The house, whether large or small, is best when built thoroughly

tight and shingled. The space overhead should be left open to the

roof, in which a ventilator should be built over the evaporator to per-

mit the free escape of steam, but with the slats so arranged that no

rain or snow can enter.

If 1,500 trees or more are to be tapped it will pay to have a house

with two compartments and a woodshed, something after the general

plan shown in figure S. The evaporator room should form the mid-

dle compartment; the room for sugaring-ofl' should adjoin it at one

end, and the woodshed at the other. For the evaporating room 12 bv

20 feet will be a convenient size, with a sugaring-off room of 12 feet by

12 feet, and a woodshed of slightly smaller dimensions. The latter

should be open in front, with a wide sliding door opening into the

evaporating room directly in front of the fire arch. With such an

arrangement there will be no dust or dirt blown in from the wood
pile. The sugaring-ofl room should be lined with stout shelves, which

will be convenient in handling and storing the maple products. If the

storage tank is heavity cased in wood and not likeh^ to freeze, its best

position is outside of the sugar house on that side where the ground

is highest, but if it is in danger from extremes of temperature it

should be placed within the house, even at the cost of a little room.

Such a sugar house can be kept clean and airy, and will prove com-

fortable and convenient. The cost should not exceed $125.

To what point the elaboration of the sugar house may be carried is

illustrated by Plate II, figure 2. The installation of a steam plant like

this of course implies operation on a very large scale. Such a com-

plete equipment is out of the reach of the ordinar}^ farmer, who is,

after all, the main producer; nor is it necessar^^ for efficient work on

a moderate scale.

THE PROCESS.

What has been said of the perfect appointment of the sugar house,

be it on ever so small a scale, is true also of the appliances, imple-

ments, and actual process of sugar making. The best models of evapo-

rators can be bought in all sizes, and a good one will pay for itself,

even in the smallest undertaking (fig. 9). In boiling down sap to sirup

the following points are to be observed:

The best modern evaporators are made so that the sap feeds auto-

matically into the pans, running fast or slow according to the heat

under the pan. Although the pans are about 6 inches deep, the sap in

them should be kept very shallow, the best results being obtained from
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a depth of 1^ inches at the upper end and 1 inch at the lower. As the

impurities rise to the surface they should be skimmed off with the

g-reatest care, so that by the time the sirup reaches the lower end of

the pan it may be perfectly clear. When the sirup reaches a temper-

ature of 219^ F./* or a weight of 11 pounds to the gallon, a deposit of

malate of lime, or " niter," will be observed, which gradually coats the

pan. This temperature and weight are proper for good sirup, which

should be dipped out and carefully strained through flannel to remove

the "niter." The flannel strainer is very efficacious, the sirup flowing

steadily through it and coming out perfectly clear. After ten or twelve

Fkx. 9.—Modern maple-sap evaporator.

hours' boiling, the two rear sections of the evaporator will become more

or less coated with the "niter" or malate of lime. Instead of scrap-

ing this ott' or cutting it with acids, the pan should be simply turned

about, putting the coated sections toward the cold sap and the clean

sections in the rear. In an hour or so the boiling sap will dissolve

and remove the lime, all of which will be caught in the strainers.

Particular care should be taken to see that the sirup finishes at the

proper temperature (see note) and weighs 11 pounds to the gallon; to

' This figure is accepted in parts of Vermont, but since the proper temperature

varies with the altitude of the sugar house, each operator will have to determine by

experiment what is right for his situation.
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insure this, careful tests should be made with the thermometer and

the scales. The sirup should be stored in laro-e tanks and alloAved to

settle, although if flannel strainers are used it will contain but little

sediment.

It is a much mooted question whether the sirup should be put up

for the market hot or cold. Both methods are used by experienced

makers, but as it has been generall}^ observed that sirup put up hot

shows a greater tendency to crystallize, it is usuall\^-most satisfactor}^

to put it up cold. In either case, sirup should be canned or tightly

inclosed as soon as practicable. Square, oblong, or round cans con-

taining a gallon, half gallon, or quart are used; the first are more

general. To fill them, the can should be tipped slightly and filled to

Fig. 10.—Modern ?ugaring-olT aroh.

the top. It should then be lifted so that the bottom may sag and the

sides bulge out slighth^, then filled to the top of its screw-cap mouth
and held thus while the cork-lined screw cap is turned down as tight

as possible by hand. The can should then be set down and the cap

screwed on tighter with a wrench^ and afterwards laid on its side to

see if there is any leakage. A package containing honest measure is

almost as important as sirup o^ good quality.

In making sugar, the sirup should be reboiled in a sugaring-ofi' arch

until it begins to crystallize, or "sugar ofi." B}^ the old-fashioned

methods this point was determined by pouring a little sirup on the

snow, or hy dipping into it a twig bent into a loop. If the sirup
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became waxy on the snow, or if it formed an elastic film within the

loop, it had boiled enough and was ready to "sugar." Under more
modern methods the testing is done with a thermometer, and sugar is

made at different temperatures according to the qualities wanted.

During the early run of sap 238° F. will make cake sugar, but later

in the season the sap will require 242°. If not intended for immediate

consumption, or if a cake that will not "drain" is desired, the tem-

perature may be brought up to 245° or 253° (see note, p. 42). At
these temperatures, however, the sugar will be too hard to eat com-

fortabl}^ In practice it is best to reduce the sirup to sugar in small

quantities, and before pouring the mass into the molds (fig. 7, No. 1)

to lower its temperature slowly by stirring, in order to avoid too rapid

granulation.

The most convenient size and form for sugar is in 1 to 5 pound bricks

and in 10-pound pails for family use. Sugar put up in bulk is likely

to fall into the hands of the mixer at a low price. That in small and

attractive sizes is better adapted for personal use, and acceptable to the

wholesale and retail trade. The ordinary 10-pound pail is a good pack-

age if it reaches the consumer soon after it is filled. If it is to be kept

through the summer, a wooden tub or tin pail with a cover that can

be hermetically sealed is better, as sugar left in an unsealed package is

apt to mold in hot weather. The bricks should be wrapped in paraffin

paper and packed in cases of equal lots.

Sugar and sirup should be stored in a cool, dry cellar or storeroom,

as excessive heat is bad for them—particularly a combination of heat

and moisture, which causes the sugar to mold and the sirup to ferment.

THE PROFIT.

The production of maple sugar is so largely a home industry that

normal conditions of labor and expenditure can hardly be considered.

The bulk of maple sugar on the market comes from farms where

the families have supplied the labor, where the cost of the sugar grove

can not be determined, and where the expenditure is entirely con-

fined to a few utensils and a rude sugar house. An expenditure and

profit estimate for such methods would have but little value, and

could not be made specific enough to serve as an example. Never-

theless a general table can be given which will serve as a guide for the

prospective maker. The following estimate is made for a grove of 15

acres upon which about 1,000 sugar trees are standing. Such woods

in Vermont would cost from |5 to $10 per acre, according to location,

but to make a perfectly safe figure the price is here taken at |15.
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Initial expenditure:

15 acres of maple woods, at S15 per acre $225

Equipment:

Sap buckets, 1,000, at 20 cents each $200

Covers, 1,000, at 5 cents each 50

Spouts, 1,000, at 2 cents each 20

Gathering tanks, 2, at $10 each 20

Storage tank 20

Sugar house 125

Arch and evaporator 125

Sugaring-off pan and arch 20

Sirup cans and molds 12
592

Total 817

From this the annual cost ma}^ be figured as follows:

Kent of land, 6 per cent on $225 $13. 50

"Wear and tear, 10 per cent of cost of equipment (S592) 59. 20

18 cords of firewood, at 82 per cord 36. 00

3 laborers, including teamster, for twenty days, at $1.25 per day, inclusive of

board 75. 00

Team for hauling sap, twenty days, at $1.25 per day 25. 00

Sirup cans, sugar pails, boxes, etc., for packing 14. 00

222. 70

The returns, counting 3 pounds of sugar, or its equivalent in sirup,

per tree, will be 3,000 pounds sugar. At 9 cents per pound this will

bring in S270, or a net profit of ^7.30, equal to 8 per cent on the out-

lay apart from the land ($592).

This is not a hea\\v return, but it must not be forgotten that the

figures are purposel}^ made conserv^ative. Many farmers will find the

labor chaige, or the rent item, too high, or the}^ may even be able to

cut them out entirely. Maple sugar making is possible onh^ at a

season when farmwork is usually slack, and the time devoted to it may
be virtually saved. Each prospective operator will be able to make
his own calculation from the figures here given, but it should be

remembered that the industry has its limitations, and the number of

people who can go into it will always remain comparativel}" small.

No attempt has been made to put into figures the probable results

of improved forest methods in the sugar grove, Init such considera-

tions are believed to be of the utmost importance. This phase of the

matter will receive particular attention in the experiments now being

carried on by the Bureau of Forestr3^





THE ADULTERATION OF MAPLE PRODUCTS.

By H. W. Wiley.

Chief of the Bureau of Chemistry,

The high price of maple sugar and sirup has rendered the practice

of adulterating these articles extremely remunerative. These products

are not valuable alone for their sweetening power nor for- their nutri-

tive value, but especiall}^ because the}" contain certain aromatic and

condimental bodies which impart to them an agreeable flavor. More-

over, this is a flavor which has not yet been successfulh^ imitated by

any artificial means, although many attempts have been made to pro-

duce, artificially and sj^ntheticall}", these flavoring matters.

NATURE OF THE FLAVORING SUBSTANCES.

The exact chemical composition of the peculiar flavoring of the

maple is not know-n, though it is probabh^ an ether or aldeh3^de

possessing a high boiling point. Some of the flavoring matters present

in the natural sap of the maple tree, how^ever, are volatile, as is shown
b}" the strongly aromatic odors pervading the air in the vicinity of a

maple-sugar factor}^ The residual flavors, hoAvever, evidently have

a boiling point considerably above that of boiling water, since they are

not entirely removed from the product at the temperature at which

the sugar and molasses are made. (See pp. 42, 44.) Detection of this

flavoring matter by chemical means has, up to the present time,

baflled the skill of the chemist, and for this reason the taste of the

expert has been relied upon almost solely to distinguish between the

genuine and the adulterated article in cases where the adulterant is

cane sugar. Thus it is apparent that pure cane sugar can be utilized

to a certain extent in the adulteration of maple products without

certainty of detection.

The flavoring matters appear to reside chiefly in the molasses or

semiliquid parts of the maple product, and for this reason the refining

.

of maple sugar to a perfectly drv, white, cr^^stalline mass would deprive

it of the chief of its properties upon wdiich its high market value

depends.

ADULTERATED MAPLE SUGAR.

In the present state of our knowledge it would be diflacult to deter-

mine in any particular case whether or not other sugars had been added

to maple sugar. ^' There is one difierence betw^een the maple sagar of

« See United States Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Chemistry, Circular 23,

Method for the Examination of Maj^le Products, by J. Hortvet. Also Jour. Amer.
Chem. Soc, 1904. 26: 1523.

47
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commerce and other sugars, viz, maple sugar is never dried by means
of the centrifugal or by drainage. In other words, it contains all the

molasses and water which the original mass, as it comes from the ket-

tles, holds. It corresponds to that form of cane sugar known as " con-

crete," which is made in some tropical countries for a limited domestic

consumption or for sending to refineries. A genuine maple sugar

should therefore contain a- considerable quantity of water and some
invert sugar, produced chiefly during boiling. The polarizations of a

genuine maple sugar—that is, the quantity of pure sucrose which it

contains—will range between 80 and 85. In rare cases it might fall

below 80 or rise above 85. A valuable indication also in regard to the

purity of a sugar may be found by examining it for the nature of the

organic acid which it contains. The maple juice contains considerable

quantities of malic acid, and a determination of the presence of this acid

would be an indication of purit}^ The best method of judging of the

purity of maple sugar, however, is to be acquainted with the manu-

facturer and dealer. The only method of securing absolute freedom

from adulteration would be a rigid State and National inspection of

manufacture. This is partly provided for in Vermont, in so far at

least as forbidding the addition of other sugars to maple sugar is con

cerned. The following extract gives the language of the act:

AN ACT to increase the penalty for the adulteration of maple sugar and maple syrup, Approved
November 18, 1890.

Section 1. Number 81 of the public acts of 1884, approved November 25, 1884, is

hereby amended so as to read as follows: "A person who shall adulterate maple

sugar or maple syrup with cane sugar, glucose, or with any substance whatever, for

the purpose of sale, or who knowingly sells maple sugar or maple syrup that has been

adulterated, shall be punished by a fine of not less than fifty dollars nor more than

two hundred dollars for each offence, and one-half of such fine, on conviction, shall

go to the complainant."

Sec. 2. This act shall take effect from its passage.

It is evident that legislation of this kind is incomplete unless accom-

panied by a provision for the proper inspection of the factory.

ADULTERATION OF MAPLE SIRUP.

One of the most common adulterants which has hitherto been used

in the adulteration of maple sirup is glucose, understanding by this

term the liquid product of the conversion of starch into sugar. It is

also well known that large quantities of maple sirups are sold on the

market which are fabrications of other sweets, to which a little maple

molasses is added for the purpose of giving them flavor, or, as is often

the case, being entirely free from any addition of maple product what-

ever. The maple flavor is said to be imparted to sirups by mixing

with them an extract of hickory bark, and this product has been made
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and sold under the term "mapleine." It is safe to sa}^ that perhaps

the greater quantity of maple molasses or sirup on the market is adul-

terated in the true sense of the word. These definitions, however, are

only of a poptdar nature, and a sirup without furthe-r definition can

not be said to be adulterated, legall}^, unless some statute is enacted

establishing- a standard by which these products can be judged. For

the purposes of this report a molasses or sirup is deemed to be adulter-

ated whenever it contains glucose or an}^ other substance which is not

a natural product of sorghum, sugarcane, or the maple tree. Molasses

or sirups which are made exclusively of the products of sorghum,

sugar cane, and maple sap can not be said to be adulterated in the

strict sense of the term, no matter what the method of their prepara-

tion may be. The distinction between "molasses" and "sirup" is

illustrated in the official standards for these bodies appended hereto.

In regard to glucose it may be said that its presence in molasses or

sirup is an adultei'ation unless the article containing it is distinctl}^ so

marked. A few 3^ears ago, when sugars, sirups, and molasses were

higher priced than they are now, the manufacture of sirups from

glucose was very profitable. The price of genuine molasses and sirups,

however, has at the present da}^ fallen so low as to make the use of

glucose for the above purpose much less profitable than before. The
advantage of using glucose, nevertheless, is very great, aside from its

cheapness. It gives to sirup and molasses a fine body and a light

color. A molasses or sirup, therefore, made chiefly of glucose and

flavored with the genuine product, makes a ver}" attractive article for

table use, in so far as appearance goes. Neither in regard to whole-

someness is it advisable to condemn glucose. When properly made
it is apparentl}" as wholesome an article of diet as cane sugar. In

fact, the starches which are consumed in our foods are all converted

into glucose during the process of digestion. A glucose food, there-

fore, is a starch food already partially digested. The use of some
acids in converting the starch into glucose would prove detrimental to

health unless they were carefully removed. To meet this objection

glucose is now often made l^y hydrolj^zing the starch with a small

amount of hydrochloric acid under pressure. The residual acid is

neutralized by soda and thus converted into common salt. Glucoses

are often made with ferments for the purpose of converting the starch

into sugar rather than by the use of acids. Diastase is one of the

ferments commonly used for this purpose. At the present time the

use of glucose in the manufacture of molasses and sirups can not be

said to be fraud, if properly labeled. In this country glucose is made
chieflv from Indian corn, and the high price of this product makes
glucose cost almost as much as the other materials of which ordinar}"

mohtsses and sirups arc made.
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In regard to the adulteration of maple sirup, an attempt was made
a few years ago to make an imitation article which was sold both under

the name of maple sirup and mapleine. This product was manufac-

tured under a patent issued to a resident of Madison, Ind., dated July

18, 188^^, and reissued February 13, 1883. This process is best described

in the words of the patent itself, which follow:

To all vjhom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Josiah Daily, of Madison, in the county of Jefferson and State

of Indiana, have invented a new and useful method of flavoring sirups and sugars

and other saccharine matter, of which the following is a full, clear, and exact speci-

fication:

The object of my invention is to impart to saccharine matter the flavor of maple

sirup, and the invention consists in the use of an extract of hickory for giving the

desired flavor.

The extract is to be obtained in any convenient manner, such as making a decoc-

tion of the hickory bark or wood, or percolating liquid through the same, or drawing

off the sap from the tree. The bark or wood of the hickory tree may be ground to

facilitate the extraction of its principle, and the extract may be made more or less

strong by increasing or diminishing the quantity of bark or wood, or by boiling the

extract for a longer or shorter time.

In preparing sirups I ordinarily add about three tablespoonfuls of the decoction to

a gallon of heated or boiling sirup. Of course the stronger the extract the less the

quantity required for flavoring a given amount of sirup. The sirup may be manu-
factured from any kind of saccharine matter or mixture of saccharine matters, or

the sirups ordinarily found in the markets may be used. The effect of the extract

or decoction is to give to the sirup the flavor of maple, producing a sirup which can

not be distinguished from genuine maple sirup.

The high price of maple sirup, as well as its scarcity throughout the country, renders

this improved sirup of great value, since a good substitute for maple sirup is thus pro-

duced which comes within the reach of all.

It is evident that the flavored sirup may be boiled down and a sugar resembling

maple sugar in taste may be produced.

In defining the limits of my invention I would state that I do not claim broadly

the use of extracts of the wood or bark of trees for flavoring sirups or sugars, as I am
aware that a decoction made from the wood of the maple has been used for the same

purpose. The maple, however, belongs to a different genus of tree from that of the

hickory, and it is well known that extracts of wood as a rule differ from each other

in taste, according to the nature of the tree. I have discovered that the hickory tree

will produce the flavor of the maple, and I therefore claim as my invention the use

of the hickory extract wherever it may be employed to impart an agreeal)le flavor.

Having thus described my invention, what I claim and desire to secure by letters

patent is

—

1. The method herein described of flavoring saccharine matter, including sirup

and sugar, which consists in treating or inpregnating the same with the principle or

extract of hickory, as specified.

2. An improved sirup or sugar, consisting of any suitable saccharine matter

flavored with an extract of hickory, substantially as described.
JosiAH Daily.

Witnesses:

A. G. Lyne,

Solon C. Kemon.
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The process of adulteration of maple sirup was fulh' described in

the testimony before the Senate Committee on Manufactures and the

House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce/'

In the course of the testimon}^ of Mr. Maurice A. Scully (p. 89, Senate

Report 516) the following facts were elicited:

Maple sirup is usually prepared by melting to the required consist-

ency maple sugar, though a large proportion is sold just as it comes

from the sap maple. The tirm with which the witness is connected

sells three grades of maple sirup, one being the pure sirup, which is

so marked and sold; a second, containing 60 per cent of maple sirup

and 40 per cent of glucose, selling for 20 per cent less than the first

gi-ade: and a third, containing a still larger percentage of glucose, and

selling for 25 per cent less than the second grade. The two lower

grades are labeled with their formula for the States having pure-food

laws; for other States the}^ are marked "maple sirup." Mr. Scully

stated that he was not acquainted with the use of hickory bark or

other adulterants than glucose in the manufacture of maple sirup.

The following quotations are from the testimony of Mr. Madden
before the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,

Fifty-seventh Congress, pages 85 and following:

INIr. Maddex. Xow, I would like to speak to you a moment in regard to maple

sirup. That is a subject that will undoubtedly interest you all. We are in a very

peculiar position in regard to maple sirup. We do not believe it is right that a sirup

composed of maple sirup made from either the sap of the maple tree or from maple

sugar and mixed with glucose should be sold as a maple sirup; but we do believe

that a maple sirup made from sirup of the maple sugar and mixed with cane-sugar

sirup or refined-sugar sirup. I will say—because beet and cane sugar are the same

after they have been through boneblack—we do believe that should be sold for

maple sirup, and I will tell you why. In the first place, the amount of sap of maple

sirup—that is, sirup that is made from boiling the sap of the maple tree without

converting it into sugar—is so limited that it would not, in my judgment, supply

more than 5 per cent of the demand for maple sirup in the United States.

Xow, when maple sap is boiled into sugar—and I want to say before I go further

that the reason that the amount of sap sirup is so limited is because it is hard to

keep it from fermentation, and the season is so short in which the sap runs that it is

difficult to manufacture, to boil enough in the camps to supply the demand; conse-

quently a large proportion of the sap in the States where maple sugar is made is

boiled into maple sugar. Now, we have found by experience—not by chemical

analysis, but by experience—that the maple sugar made from the sap of the maple

tree in Ohio is not so strong as the maple sugar made from the sap of the maple tree

in Vermont, and that the maple sugar made from the sap of the maple tree in

Vermont is not so strong in flavor as that which is made in Canada, in Quebec
Province, because it seems that the colder the climate the stronger in flavor the

maple sap is.

Xow, we buy these various sugars and reduce them to a liquor to make maple
sirup, and I will give you my word, gentlemen, if we take a Canadian sugar, which

'''See 56th Cong., 1st sess., Senate Eeport 516; 57th Cong., 1st sess.. Senate Report

972; 57th Cong., 1st sess.. House of Representatives, "Pure Food Legislation,"

report of testimony before the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,
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is the highest priced maple sugar we have, it being worth at the present time 12

cents a pound, while Vermont is worth only 8 cents a pound—I give you my word
that if we make a liquor by melting that Canadian maple sugar, without the addition

of sugar to reduce the strength of the flavor, it is so strong you could not use it.

Mr. Coombs. What do you mean by strong?

Mr. Madden. Strong in flavor.

Mr. Coombs. You mean it is positive?

Mr. Madden. The flavor is so positive; yes, sir.

Mr. Coombs. And it is sweet?

Mr, Madden. Sweet, yes; but if you put it on a hot cake you would say right

away, "Take it away; I won't have such stuff," and you would say ordinarily that

it was glucose. You would be wrong, but that is what you would say.

Now, the Vermont sugar is not so strong, and it does not require so much cane

sugar to reduce that to a flavor comparing with the natural maple sirup obtained

from the sap itself; and 1 tell you that we can take maple sugar and reduce it, blend-

ing it with cane sugar—and by that 1 mean take ordinary cut-loaf sugar, for instance,

and melt it—and we can take this sirup that is made by melting the maple sugar and

blend it with the white sirup, and we can produce a maple sirup that is in flavor

strong enough and yet delicate enough to satisfy the appetite, and that, in my judg-

ment, is better than the sap sirup made from the maple tree for a great majority of

the people.

As an illustration, although we get |11.50 per dozen gallons for a sap maple sirup

that is boiled from the sap of the maple tree and the character of the maple sirup

that I have just described, about 95 per cent of our business is on the sirup that is

made from the maple sugar and the cane sugar rather than on the sirup made from

the sap itself. Now, if we have to take this maple sirup and brand it as cane sugar,

or have any such restrictions, we can not sell it. Now, what are we going to do?

We do not believe in frauds any more than you do. We think just as much of our

reputation as you do of yours; but we do not want to be held responsil^le for con-

ditions that we have not built up.

Mr. Coombs. It seems to me your whole argument has illustrated that everybody

who buys these things knows he is not buying the pure article.

Mr. Richardson. It is either that or you are deceiving them, one or the other.

Mr. Madden. Well, I will answer another phase of that qu¥>stion.

Now, it is commonly assumed, I think, that these blends, mixtures, substitutes,

and what some of our theoretical gentlemen call commercial frauds, are done for the

purpose of palming off on the people something that is cheap or inferior at a high

price. Right there is where the mistake is made. The profits on that class of goods

are less to us than on the higher class and more expensive goods, because competi-

tion forces these lower-class commodities down to such an extent that they pay us

less profit than any other.

We could not take a maple sugar and mix it with cane sugar and obtain the price

for pure maple-sugar sirup unless it had the quality, unless it cost so nuich. In

other words, in speaking of maple sirup—and here is the part of this I forgot to

speak of—if you take maple sugar and reduce it to the liquor, as we call it, and had

to sell it without the addition of any reducing sugar or white sirup—not glucose, but

pure cane or beet sugar— if you have to sell it without doing that, it would be so

expensive as to be prohiljitory, because with Canadian maple sugar worth 12 cents a

pound to-day, it taking 8 pounds of it to make a gallon of sirup, you would have a

price of nearly a dollar a gallon for your liquor as a first cost, without the cost of

package. * * *

The above quotations will illustrate sufficientl}^ well the processes of

manufacturers and dealers in adulterating maple sirup. It is evident
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from this testimony tiiat if the pure article be obtained when pur-

chased at random it is by accident rather than b}' intention. What-

ever may be the condition of the products when they leave the manu-

facturers in Vermont, New York, Ohio, or Canada, it is evident that

all that part which goes into general commerce is subject to extensive

adulterations. Only that part which enters domestic commerce, that

is sold directly by the manufacturer to the consumer, can be consid-

ered above suspicion.

It is evident from the above resume of the subject that the adulter-

ation of maple sirup is practiced to an enormous extent. As stated by

one of the witnesses, it is doubtful if more than 5 per cent of the amount

sold in this countr}' is the genuine article. It is evident that the

makers of the genuine article are forced into competition with these

extensive adulterations, thus lowering the legitimate price. Everj^

grove of maple trees in the United States would be worth a great deal

more to its owner if the State and National laws should be so framed

as to eradicate this great evil. Such laws would permit the sale of

these mixed goods under their proper names, and thus protect both

the manufacturer and consumer.

The standards for sugars and related substances, including sirups,

molasses, candy, and hone3\ as fixed by the Secretary of Agriculture

by authority of Congress, are as follows:

C. Sugars and Related SuBSTA^'CES.

«

a. SUGAK AND SUGAE PRODUCTS.

SUGARS.

1. Sugar is the product chemically known as sucrose (saccharose) chiefly obtained

from sugar cane, sugar beets, sorghum, maple, or palm.

2. Grnjiulotfd, loaf, cut, milled, and poivdered sugars are different forms of sugar

and contain at least ninety-nine and flve-tenths (99.5) per cent of sucrose.

3. MapJr sugar is <^he solid product resulting from the evaporation of maple sap.

4. J/a-s-' C/z/Vr, loelada, mush sugar, and concrete are prozlucts made by evaporating

the purified juice of a sugar-producing plant, or a solution of sugar, to a solid or

semisolid consistence in which the sugar chiefly exists in a crystalline state.

MOLASSES AND REFINERS' SIRUP.

1. Molasses is the product left after separating the sugar from massecuite, melada,

mush sugar, or concrete, and contains not more than twenty-five (25) per cent of

water and not more than five (5) per cent of ash.

2. Refiners' sirup ( "treacle") is the residual liquid product obtained in the process

of refining raw sugars and contains not more than twenty-five (25) per cent of water

and not more than eight (8) per cent of ash.

SIRUPS.

1. Sirup is the product made by .purifying and evaporating the juice of a sugar-

producing plant without removing any of the sugar and contains not more than

« U. S. Dept. of Agr., Office of the Secretary, Circular No. 13, Standards of Purity

for Food Products.
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thirty (30) per cent of water and not more than two and five-tenths (2.5) per cent

of ash.

2. Sugar-cane sirup is sirup made by the evaporation of the juice of the sugar cane

or by the solution of sugar-cane concrete.

3. Sorghum sirup is sirup made by the evaporation of sorghum juice or by the

sokition of sorghum concrete.

4. Maple siruj) is sirup made by the evajioration of maple sap or by the solution of

maple concrete.

5. Sugar sirup is sirup made by dissolving, sugar to the consistence of a sirup.

b. GLUCOSE PRODUCTS.

1 . Starch sugar is the solid product made by hydrolyzing starch or a starch-containing

substance until the greater part of the starch is converted into dextrose. Starch sugar

appears in commerce in two forms, anhydrous and hydrous. The former, crystal-

lized without water of crystallization, contains not less than ninety-five (95) per cent

of dextrose and not more than eight-tenths (0.8) per cent of ash. The latter, crys-

tallized with water of crystallization, is of two varieties—70 sugar, also known as

brewers' sugar, contains not less than seventy (70) per cent of dextrose and not more
than eight-tenths (0.8) per cent of ash; 80 sugar, climax or acme sugar, contains not

less than eighty (80) per cent of dextrose and not more than one and one-half (1.5)

per cent of ash.

The ash of all these products consists almost entirely of chlorids and sulphates.

2. Glucose, mixing glucose, or confectioner^ s glucose is a thick, sirupy, colorless prod-

uct made by incompletely hydrolyzing starch, or a starch-containing substance, and

decolorizing and evaporating the product. It varies in density from forty-one (41)

to forty-five (45) degrees Baume at a temperature of one hundred (100) degrees F.

(37.7° C. ), and conforms in density, within these limits, to the degree Baume it is

claimed to show, and for a density of forty-one (41 )
degrees Baume contains not

more than twenty-one (21) per cent and for a density of forty-five (45) degrees not

more than fourteen (14) per cesnt of water. It contains on a basis of forty-one (41)

degrees Baume not more than one ( 1) per cent of ash, consisting chiefly of chlorids

and sulphates.

3. Glucose sirup or corn sirup is glucose unmixed or mixed with sirup, molasses, or

refiners' sirup, and contains not more than twenty-five (25) per cent of water and

not more than three (3) per cent of ash.

C. CANDY.

1. Candy is a product made from a saccharine substance or substances with or

without the addition of harmless coloring, flavoring, or filling materials, and con-

tains no terra alba, barytes, talc, chrome yellow, or other mineral substances, or

poisonous colors or flavors, or other ingredients injurious to health.

d. HONEY.

1. Honey is the nectar and saccharine exudations of plants gathered, modified, and

stored in the comb by honey bees {Apis mellifica). It is laevo-rotatory, contains not

more than twenty-five (25) per cent of water, not more than twenty-five hundredths

(0.25) per cent of ash, and not more than eight (8) per cent of sucrose.

2. Comb honey is honey contained in the cells of comb.

3. Extracted honey is honey which has been separated from the uncrushed comb
by centrifugal force or gravity.

4. Strained honey is honey removed from the crushed comb by straining or other

means.
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